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far as Knights Templar are concern
YOU’LI. be delighted with
a dinner eaten here.I ed. will be entertained with good oldTo take advantage of this offer, just bring or mail this coupon to us
fashioned Bangor hospitality.
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HARRY P. CHASE
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There is a hill In England.
While the 75tl, anniversary docs,
Green fields and a school I know.
In the style that will please
not occur on the exact date of the
Where the balls fly fast In summer.
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'THE WOOLWORTH
BUILDING

Security Trust Company
—“At Your Service”-

SHEET MUSIC 15c

SIMON K. HART

■MR)

Cemetery Work

DOUGHNUT
DAYS
MRS. LARRABEE

Get a can at
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IS YOUR CAR
READY FOR

STBAND
COMING

CHUCH1NCHOW
•

How About Your
Ignition?
IsItO.K.?

BATTERIES

•

AUTO

FRED C. VINAL

F. W. FARREL CO.

NEW
BATTERY
$14.50

EVERETT L. SPEAR & CO.

John M. Gamage
& Sons, Inc.

MARINE RAILWAYS

Newbert’s Cafeteria

Dodge Battery $24.50
SEA'VIEW
BATTERY SERVICE

Expert Shoe Repairing

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials
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TIME, AND THE BRIDGE
\
---Daylight Saving Saving Ad
vocates Need Have No
Fears Says Portland Ex
press.

The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES A WEEK

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Kni-kland. Maine. April 2:1. 192',
Personally appeared Frank s Lvddle who
on oath declares that he Is pressman in the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of 'lie
the issue of this paper of April 21. 1925.
there was printed a total uf 9.520 copies
Before tne,
FRANK It MILLER,

Lovely Stockings

Notary Public.

O Lord, thou are my God: 1 w-'ll
exalt thee, I will praise thy name:
for thou hast dene wonderful things.
Thou hast been a strength to the
poor, a strength to the needy in his
distress, a refuge front the storm, a
shadow from the heat.—Isaiah 25:1,4
To the vast audience that'hears by
radio the practical and convincing
replies to questions propounded Dr.
Cadman, is added another audience
that reads them with great interest
in the Monday papers. What he has
to say upon topics of present inter
est. with straight and convincing
logic, has no better illustration than
thin answer to the query: 'Will you
tell us what, in your opinion, may
be done to bring about a general
movement to put a stop to the grow
ing use of liquor by our young peo
ple? The hip flask at public and
private dances has become so com
mon that it passes without com
ment” To this Dr. Cadman replied:
“This is the ghastly heritage we
are beginning to reap by believing
that we can outrage constitutional
law in this country with impunity.
In many instances, though not in all.
they are following the example of
their own parents. That is where
the reform will have to commence,
—home discipline. A boy or girl of
16, up to the age of lit, should lie
under the control of their own par
ents. If they are not. there is some
thing wrong with their parents. It
is parental nurture and discipline
whieli we need in this country fat
more than anything else, ami tiie best
kind will only come through religion.
It is an act of cowardice to endeavor
to lay upon the police or upon the
churches or institutions of learning
the priesthood of the home. That
must be discharged by parents and
none other.”

4

Every-Other-Day

That Stay Lovely
When every shop is colorful with the fresh tints
of spring, shopping becomes a pleasure to the
woman whose apparel is always in the mode.
It is a pleasure, too, as well as a necessity, for
her to choose the Hosiery that will carry out and
enhance the charm of the New Spring Costumes.
Such stockings obviously are McCullum’s, for
nowhere else can she find such wide variety of the
newest and smartest styles. The most popular
McCullum numbers can be supplied in the beau
tiful tints.

McCullum Pure Thread Silk Hose, lisle top, all colors................. $1.95 to $2.50
Medium weights, all silk......................................................................................... $3.00
Pure Thread Silk Chiffon................................................................... $2.00 to $3.00
Silk and Lisle Mixtures, fancy design................................................................ $4.98
Misses’ Pure Silk Lisle Top.................................................................................. $2.00

We would call special attention at this time to graduates to hose number 154
which can be dyed to match any costume in evening or daylight shades, no
extra charge to customers. Pure thread silk, medium weight, at............ $3.00

We have also a very fine line in Van Raalte Hose............... . $1.95 to $5.00
Onyx Pointex Heel................................................................... ..
$1.95 to $2.50
Gordon H300, in all new shades, at............ i................................................... $2.25

President Coolidge’s faculty of
saying few words, but the right ones
at the right time, is one of the rea
sons why he inspires the country
with confidence, in an address be
fore the Daughters of the American
Revolution a few days ago he re
ferred to that powerful organization
as a social force, not a governmental
one, to “lift up the aveage of
American life to the full level of its
highest aspirations.” This is an ex
cellent epitome of the D. A. R.
Praising the Americanization work
of the society. Mr. Coolidge in this
connection viewed the immigration
restriction laws as having in the last
four years prevented an influx of
immigrants of such proportions as
would
have
made it
doubtful
"whether they would have found
their condition here much better
than it was in Europe” and whether
the result would have been “to the
advantage either of them or the

pipe and made from the piano stool country's intelligence service. KosDawes- used as a boy.
loff has the role of a German spy,
• * * *
whom Betty tacks to earth.
Tom Mix' latest picture depicts the
A -lronze plaque on a memorial
erected in Indianapolis to the late stirring deeds of England’s famous
Frederic W. Galbraith, Jr., national robber, Dick Turpin and because of
cc mmander of The American Legion Diek's bold attacks and dashing es
in 1920-1921. has been ripped from capes this new William Fox poctunits base' and stolen. The memorial is as full of thrills as an egg of subBight years have passed since the marked the spot where the former : :anee. That the "Robin Hood of the
United States entered the war.
lead r of the Legion met a tragic Road" out-guessed, out-fought an l
On April 6. 1917, it was that death in an automobile accident on out-rode the officers of the law fol
America accepted the German chal June 9. 1921. It was erected liy na- lows as a dramatic certainty and the
lenge.
' tional headquarters of the Legion. story closes with Dick and his love
One year and seven months later
plaque which was bolted to a ly bride safely at home in France,
the war was over. At least, that is huge boulder, had previously been lit this picture extra care was tak
what the nation. Joy-mad at release defaced with white paint. One holt en with every detail, for it will rang
from the bleakness and blackness of had also been removed.
as Tom Mix' masterpiece, being far
conflict, thought in those delirious!
• » • •
more elaborate and far more expen
hours when the armistice was cele-1
state convention in New York sive than anything in which Mr. Fox
brated.
next fall closely rivaling the national hag presented him. "Dick Turpin”
It was over—hut in part only. It <onver.tion, is the aim of the state will be Ihe feature attraction Friday
was over, in very truth, for the thou- department of The American Legion and Saturday.
sands for whom Taps had sounded, according to preliminary plans anIt was over, too, for other thousands nounred by Department Commander
who upon the fining of the last gun Samuel E. Aronowilz It is expected
sought only to forget, who were that the parade, the feature of the
eager to rush back to life's wonted three-day meeting. Sept. 10.11 and 12
course of bargain and sale, trade and will have nearly 50.000 persons in the
country.”
gain. At least, they wanted it to be ijne of march Several national figover and hoped it was.
ures. headed by President Coolidge.
But the bill in human life and suf- wiil take part in the speaking pro
Modern Arctic history has its be
fering was not yet paid. The toll was gram, if present plans succeed. Mr.
ginning, these days, in the ancient not yet taken. There were those Aronowitz said. The city of New
tufvn of Wiscasset, which port on others, pain-racked men -'.retched York is giving active co-operation,
June 20 will witness the departure of feverishly on hospital cots, f< r whom ' according to the state commander,
Death has been
» • •
another MacMillan expedition. Tiie it was not over.
making its inreads among them ever
Unlawful wearing of The Ameriexplorer will sail again in his faith since.
This veryday 15 veterans
ean Legion emblem got William Jarful schooner Bowdoin, but this time have passed away—and tomorrow vjs of Syracuse, a jail sentence and
the expedition is not to be limited to there will 1,9 15. -and tomorrow 15 a jo# fine. He was selling pins and
that little craft. A Dundee Scotch and so on for a long succession of needles on the packages of which
Tomorrows.
was printed: "Please help an exwhaler is to be its companion, and
There are others, too. who have not service man who was gassed in the
the latter vessel will carry two forgotten. Five thousand of them are
and who has a wife and three
naval airplanes, with complete per in need now. By 1923 insurance ac- children to support " Jarvis was un
sonnel. The National Geographic tuarles. considering new births, alj|p t0 ,,,o(juce a membership card,
deaths of veterans and other factors, Syracuse pos^ wired that Jarvis was
Society is to select the party of estimate that 38,000 of these childre^ not a member. Jarvis had never
scientists which will accompany will need attention.
~ been out of this country during the
There are others, still, for whom war
qe waa “cleaning up” $10 a
Explorer MacMillan ar.d these ad
J t
,
4venturers will study plant and fish the war is not over; others, still, who day on his graft, he admitted.
«
•
«
«
do not. cannot, would not forget.
life, glaciers and weather conditions They are the 650.000 members of The
Especially prepared layouts of
in the Polar regions. It will be by- American Legion, who labor ceas- World War trophies, each containing
We couldn’t use
all odds the most formidable expe lessly to care for these unfortunates a «,corP 0( relics mounted on a board,
Moth Balls here—
dition that has been sent out to wrest of the war. to see that the liest will he distributed to American
provision humanly possible is made Legion posts and colleges of the
Arctic secrets, and the whole world for them. They are busy even now
applying for them, it was anwill stand ready to applaud the new at plans to insure that through the nouncet] recently I; the state trophy They’d never
achievements of this distinguished coming years, so long as there is a j(),
disuhled veteran or an orphan of the
get a chance
son of Maine.
war. they “who gave the most” shall
PARK
THEATRE
n it lie allowed to pass from memory.
to stop rolling.
Tiie final showings of the Para
• ♦ • ♦
By reason of its predominance in
mount
picture,
“
New
Lives
lor
Old.
A new form of activity for an
Legislature the rural element was
American Legion Post was underta which opened yesterday will l ike
Did you know that a Moth,
able to dictate to the cities In re ken in Rupert. Idaho, by Legion plaoe today. Betty Compson is the
were
he to walk in here,
star.
The
story
is
one
of
Paris
in
gard to daylight time, and to specify naires when they took the initiative
wartime, wi.lt Betty as a gay French
wouldn't know what to .do
that none but standard time shall be in bringing a canning factory to Ru dancer who becomes involved In her
used in this State. From the stand pert. The move was taken itt con
with himself?
nection with the Post's community
point of the majority this was ail and civic betterment program.
• • • •
Did you know that the very
right, perhaps—if consistent. But
A pair of t: icks. package t-f cigar
The Courier-Gazette learns that
suits we are talking about in
ettes, jar of Jelly or jint was the
there is in existence in quite a num
this paper were still in tissue a
prii e of admit .-ion to a Show staged LAW
hoCTUH CHANGE
ber of the rural communities a by Silver Bow County legionnaires
week ago?
species of time which is neither in Anaconda. Mont., for the benefit ME TEN DOLLARS WEN
standard nor daylight, but about half of disabled former service men of HE X-RA.V MAH FOOTDid you know that every day
the county. These commodities won'
way between, and certainly more
-- UH -HUH -.’ AH SEES
pocked in gift lwixes and sent to the
new Spring suits are coming in
confusing than daylight time could veterans.
NOvJ VJHUT DAT 'AR
as new Spring suits are g< ing
♦' • * •
possibly be. Knox County lias at
Well,
they
ean
close
the
hooks
of
5VA,H
FUH
out ?
/
IN PAT
leash /one such town, and possibly
the A. E. F. now. Ab-ao-lute-ly V’"
several. We should like to hear from last man returned from France the' i
ini
J
X-RAY
Well—that’s the kind of a
some of our lawmakers who voted for other day w hen Sergeant John .1- Lofstock this is—as fresh as a
X
the Anti-Daylight Saving bill as to tus walked down the gangplank at *
. \
•whether this appeals to their sense Hoboken. N. J., after almost eight
babbling brook and as well
years of serv|pe overseas. Ho went
of fairness.
stocked.
overseas with -the First Divisdon in'
July, 1917. During the last six years
Michaels-Stern Spring Suits
The imperilling of the trolley lines of his sendee abroad he was with
the graves registration division. Ser
through the constantly increasing geant John’s service sleeve looks like
$35.00 to $50.00
use of motor cars is countrywide a zebra's 'hind leg.
Goodimate
Blue Serge Suits
♦ * ♦ •
From Phoenix, Ariz. yesterday came
with extra Trousers, $39.50.
Christy
Mathewson,
of
baseball
a news despatch stating that t lis
lame, was recently named one of the.
city "faces the spectre of tin passing trustees of The American Legion’s
of its street cars to make way for disabled veterans’ fund f< r the benefit
the automobile." The street . ar sys 4,1' veterans being treated for tnb?rculcsiis at Saranac Lake. X. Y. ‘ Big
tem is not paying: has not for many Six” is a member of Jackson A.
years and the inroads on th trans Mathews Post of the Legion.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
portation field by the automobile
American
Legionnaires
In Mari
coupled with the high cost of t-lectrir
etta. O., will present their comrade.
power, compels suspension oi the Vice President Dawes, who was horn
street car business, according to of in Marietta, with a gavel fashioned
Copyright. 192.1 by McClure Newspaper Syndic**®
like the famous Dawes cahtpaign'
ficials of the Phoenix Railway Co.

HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS

Gregory’s

(Portland Express)
The Rockland Courier-Gazette expresses a f<4r that if the referenda
0:1 Ihe daylight saving and the Bath
bridge are held the same day the lat
ter measure may lie impaired.
“Is it not- possible.'* the Rockland
paper asks "that the same public
sentiment which In the Legislature
supparied the bridge hill but emphati
cally rejected daylight saving will,
in rallying to oppose the latter meas
ure. put the bridge project in grave
peril'."'
"We also, many of us. want day
light saving." the Rockland writer
continues, "byt the bridge is vastly
mure important, not only to us 4,ut
to every interest in Maine as well.
If Portland is to insist upon her ref
erendum. will site not see that it is
set for some other day titan that on
which the bridge is to be voted
upon?”
We confess that we cannot see how
the raising of the question of day
light saving is going to affect the
Bath bridge matter, one way or an
other It is of course true that every
question that goes before the people
at the election on September. wiil
sene to increase the total vote
throughout the State- Hundreds of
people in Portland will vote on that
day on account of the daylight sav
ing issue, who would not go to the
polls on recount of the Bath bridge,
the Quoddy hill or other questions to
be passed upon.
So far as we have been able to
learn there is no opposition in this
city to the bridge proposition. We
would expect to see as good a ma
jority for it here as in Rockland or
Bath, bigger perhaps titan in the
latter city, for in Ruth there is some
slight local opposition.
The only possible consideration
that could turn Portland people
against the bridge proposition would
be the discovery that the people who
are most to he iienefiled by the bridge
are making organized opposition to
the daylight plan. To vote against
the bridge, becaute the people who
want the bridge are apposed to day
light saving, wotfld not lie a fair or
reasonable proposition, but there
might he some, we suppose, to lie in
fluenced that way. However, that is
not to he feared anyway, for both
Rockland and Bath are for the day
light plan.
As we see it the holding of the
daylight saying election on a day
other than that on which the other
referendum propositions are Tb he
passed upon is not practicable
Elections cost money and it would be
uneconomical to hold two elections
the same fall. Portland might he
willing to have the law suspended
for two years, hut that would not he
fair to those who favor the law
passed last winter.
Portland is wholly. sincere in pe
titioning /or a referendum on the
anti-daylight saving law.
Those
who are sponsoring the referendum
believe that the people of the State
can 'be shown that they are helped
ather than injured by the plan, and
that when they are they will support
it and vote against the law. We may
lie mistaken, hut that Is the way we
look at itAs for the bridge, Rockland need
have no fear of Portland, so far as
we can discover.

The Demand Grows
EAR after year the vogue for Reed and Fibre furni

Y

ture increases. This year is no exception and we have

anticipated the demand by having Heywood-Wakefield—
whose products are renowned for superior craftsmanship—

send us many beautiful suites and separate pieces in
Reed and Fibre. They are reasonably priced, too, so that

all home lovers can afford them.
Colorful upholsteries and a wide range cf popular

finishes and designs make this furniture ideal for the
modern home.

The excellence of each piece is doubly guaranteed by
our reputation for quality merchandise and by the 99
year reputation of Heywood-Wakefield.
Exchange your fctiuususccucaouocu

InBi

old furniture
for some new

pieces

uucaaocc

BURPEE

F URNITURE CQ.
_______ DOCKLAND —~ MAINE

Otir Ciub
Plan of
Payment
is very

Z

economical

VILLAGE UNEARTHED

y ^UROPE RW £xcursio.’

Expedition Finds One In Ne
vada Believed To Be
10,000 Years Old.

R

By Edwin

Pet re

How I Saw Tut’s Tomb

reason’s work last Saturday even
ing by furnishing music for the
ma juende ball at the new Com
munity hall,.Liberty. There were 65
couples picsent.
There will be
dancing in th s hall every Saturday
evening.
Mi-, and Mrs. Iyle Lermond and
children of Camden, were visitors

A prehistoric city, held by archeo
Ziwar Pasha, the Prime Mi.iist'* , und.y at W. M- Light’s.
logists to be the oldest site of civili has just paid his first visit to TutM s. Clara Ovi flock and son Bur
zation in the United States, has been aukh-Amen’s tamib.
nt'.1 w :e ibusin< ss callers at Cooper's
As he left he not'ced Urge group- Milks last Saturday.
partially dug out of the siuW hills of
of us tourists, gazing disconsolately
C. E.
overlook was a business
southern Nevada by an expedition at‘the famous tomb, which, for lack
caller in Rockland Friday.
working under the joint auspices of of permits, we could not enter.
The Premier, touched by this
the Museum of the American Indian,
I also believe that almost every
srght, turned toward us and invited
the Heye Foundation of Nevada.
us all to enter the tomb. He received community, large and small, is sick
The ruin, according to first reports, a spontaneous cheer in recognition of and tired of the bootlegger.—L M.
Johns'.on. second vice president A. M.
belongs to a remote period in his
his act.
tory, antedating the cultures of the
The Premie^ stated subsequently Byers Co.
earliest Pueblo Indians. It is Classi that he intended to do all in his
STRAND THEATRE
fied by archeologists as pre-Pueblo power to facilitate the largest possi
Double value for your money to and may have existed, under that ble number of visfrts to the tomb.
day. One of the features is “Want category, as far back as 10.000 years
“When I saw all those people.” he
ed by the Law," starring J. B. ago.
paid, “who had spent so much mon
The ancient city was discovered by ey and traveled so many miles to
Warner. Picture an innocent man,
with overwhelming circumstantial M. R. Harrington, director of the ex visit this ancient land, and who
evidence against hint, being wanted pedition, in the hitherto uninvestl- doubtless had set their hearts <m
by the taw, and a big reward for his gated Moapa district, between St visiting the celebrated tomb of which
capture, and you have a slight idea Thomas and Overtop. Excavations (they had heard so much. I felt that
of the powerful story in this moder.i have revealed the remains of adobe it would be nothing less than a crime
screen classic. No picture was ovei pueblos extending over an area t-f to allow them to be turned away.
When you begin to earn
made of this type that has the great six mites. Many of 'he '»iroi of
“Mr Howard Carter is diningxwith
You should begin to save.
heart appeal, and no picture was ever houses uneanhed from the rand have me tonight and we shall discuss
produced scattered deposits of pot ways and means of meeting the sit
better entertainment.
The othtr feature is "Try and Get ter yard other native objects.
uation to the fullest extent.
I con
In tiie original exploring party sent sider that 200 tourists should be able
It,” with Billie Dove and Brydnl
Washburn as the top-liners. When out hy Gov. Scrugham of Nevada, to visit the tomb, within the space of
a fellow has to collect a bill from a wire Mr. Harrington. <’. O. Turhyfiil. three hours.
pal of the boss, or lose his job he's his assistant, and three others. The
“I hope Mr. Carter and mys If will
429 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
in a fix, 10 say the least. It makes ancient city was almost wholly cov (be able to arrange something defi
ered
with
drifted
sand
many
feet
in
matters worse if the boss’ friend
nite. I should like to feel that every
A strictly mutual savings
maintains that tiie bill was paid. depth. Here and there appeared an tourist who wants to see the tomb
outcropping
of
a
wall
of
adobe,
which
But Joe Merrill was a live-wire. He
can »see it.”
bank
got the money—and a wife into the gave the investigators n clew to the
city
beneath.
Since
November,
when
bargain,
EAST WASHINGTON
DEPOSITS
A bohtifide Prince; a General who the discovery was made, between fif
Mr. anil Mrs. Fred Li-igher of
ictually served as aide de campe to teen and twenty rooms have been
-Malden. iMasa., were weekend visit
die former Grand Duke Nicholas: c. uncovered.
Made during the first four
The pottery found is reported of a ors at The Firs, returning Monday.
luchess horn to the title and numerdays
of the month will
Rex
Prescott
of
Liberty
and
Hath
very
ancient
type,
and
one
of
the
,us other brilliant members of tie
old Russian court circle all play it. earliest forms known in connection was ., caller Monday in this place.
draw interest from the first
Mrs. Josephine Finley of Togus
"His Hour” which is the Metro-Gold with the prehistory nf the Pueblo In
day of that month.
wyn picture that is to be the big at dians. The extreme primitive origin was the weekend guest of her par
traction for Friday and Saturday. of the village Is further indicated by ents. Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Overlook.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT
Charlock's Orche-.tra started its
Royalty appears in rules that arc the small size of ihe houses uncover
ed
as
compared
with
the
large
com.
really a part of them: wearing the
jewels and ermine to which they were munal houses of the latter tribe, i
so long accustomed and which were The excavators found evidences of j
so melodramatically snatched from great erosion and contend that many;
them when the Soviet came hi, 1 centuries must have elapsed to
power during tiie World War. "Il s cause these extreme results in a dty
Hour,'.' which Mrs. Glyn wrote while desert countryOne of the most- interesting dis-1
visiting the royal family in St. Pe
tersburg. is a colorful drama of love covet Tes was that the dwellers in thej
and pathos, and is brimful of the city, christened -by him the Pueblo
(j We wish we knew what the weather'was going
brilliance always to be found In Mir. Grande de Nevada, were accustomed I
to
be—whether snow, hail or rain—whether it
to
bury
their
dead
in
the
floor
of
Glyit’s wiitings. The two featured
players of thi.4 vivid production ar their houses, which apparently they
was to be warm or cold so that we might advertise
those Mrs. Glyn hits selected as the then abandoned.
the most seasonable merchandise—yet whatever
In the graves were found canteens
screen's most* romantic lovers. Ailed
Pringle and Jf/hn Gilbert. "Hie Hour' of pottery, witli native designs paint-,
you have to have for any season in the way of
was directed by King Vidor and is ed upon them and decorated bowls of
Men's or Boys' Furnishings—we have it.
1 I/ittis B Mayer presentation.—adv. clay which were left filled with food!
for the dead Among other objects
BOYS’—
MEN’S—
found were fragments of basket
Wash Suits $1. $1.50, $2, $2.50, $3 Work Shirts ........................... $1.00
WITH THE BOWLERS work, Hint' knives ami arrowhoads.
........
1
-___
Play Suits ................... $1.00, $1.25 Orass Shirts—beauties
bone dice and prehistoric jewelry in
........................ $1.00, $2.00, $2.50
Schofield’s Stars took their weekly the form of turquoise and shell
Baseball Suits, Indian Suits,
Shuts or Drawers ....... 5Oo, $1.00
trouncing at the Star alleys Tues heads.
Cowboy Suits $1.25, $2, $2.50, $3 Union Suits ........ 75s, $1.00, $1.50
Very little stone was used in con
day night, victory going to the Nor
Soh;ol Suits ......... $7.50, $10, $12 Cloth Bloussa ... $5.00. $6.00. $7.00
cross Nuggets by a margin of 54 struction of ihe houses, in contrast J
Shifts or Drawers ................. 53c Rain Coals
..$5.00, $7.50. $10.00
with the more recent Pueblos, built
pins. The score:
Union Suits ........... 76c, 80c, $1.00 ____
Khaki Pants
.
.............. $1.98, J2.C0
Schofield’s Stars—Schofield. 321; largel;- of this material. The partyBlouses ............... 90c, $1.00, $1.50
Fancy Sweaters $5.00, $6.00, $7.00
Mrs. Norcross, 315; Holt. 372: Mrs found an abundance of sun-baked
Shirts ........ . ..... $1.00, $1.00, $2.C0 Cclf Stockings....$1.00, $2.00. $2.50
clay bricks, or adobes, shaped like
O'Brien, 261; total. 1269.
Khaki Pants ............... $1.00, $1.50 Caps ................ $1.00, $1.50, $2.C3
Norcross Nuggets—Norcross, 339: leaves, which the city builders uked
School or Dress Pants $1.60 to $3 Wo have a large and beautiful
Mrs. McRae. 324; O'Brien, 346; Miss for the walls and floors of their small
Sweaters ..................... $3.50, $5.00 line cf Drees or Work Stockings
rectangular houses.
Pease. 314: total. 1323.
Raio Coats ................... $4.50, $5.C0l at ......... 25c, 39c. 50c, 75=, $1.09
The discovery has an additional
Cobb’s Cobblers won a three-string
Caps or Hats .................... 5?c, $1.001 Drrrs Pants .... $3.50, $5.00, $6.00
match from Camden locals on the significance to archeologists, since,
Have you been in to see our Ladies' Silk Stockings—The
Camden Y. M C. A. alleys last night the ruin lies much farther to thej
FTgecn Brand. Ju3t come in and notice the texture^- the colors
Cobb and Taylor were the leaders north and west of any known pueblo |
and tiho way they are knit, and you will understand just why
for the respective teams. The -score: , heretofore uncovered. A- B. Skinner, i
they wear so well and are such beauties, at ............................ $1.50
Camden Locals—Williams. 249; Tay of the scientific staff of the Heye!
lor, 285; Stevenson 244; Sherman, 'Foundation, said that undoubtedly lti
| opens a vast new territory to afeh-1
236; Packard, 244; total, 1338.
Heretofore!
Cobh's Cobblers—Petry, 264; How eological investigation.
ard. 236; Holt. 288; Benner, 249; the ptincipal ruins had been found in!

START
SAVING NOW

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

AYE

WILLIS AYER

Cobb, 299; total, 1336,

T’fob
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Wll-bur Hooper is clerking ait the
Larrabee & IDodge store recently
bought by Walter T. Duncan and
Clayton E. Gilley.

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
April 22-2. Annual conference of Metho
dist K’.ls< ni»al ('hurdle* In Amrunta
April 24 (7.30) Address by Prof. Wllbtif
(I Xia’.’.eft nt l'irst Baptist church.
•V i! 2" I/uicroOk Valley Pomona meets
"Th V.'e, aw ■ ke;.g Grange, South Thomas
ton.
April 26 Odd Fellow anniversary serv'.c®
in Vnlversalist Church
Ap.il 27 M .v 3 American Forestry Week
May 1 Public breakfast at First Bap*Is:
■^chapel.
.May 1 (7 11) Ad Iress by Prof. Orren C
Ib.rmell of Drunswlck. auspices of Woman’s
Educational Club. Methodist vestry.
M r 2 (League Baseballt Thomaston High
v.< Vhi.’Ihavcn Iliyh, In Vinalhaven
May 2 R. ;ar.V('li;b and Forty Club junket
to bo.', s «»f Rockland.
'1 •
May dance In Temple hall by
the Melody Boys.
M i\ 2—Ala.,ked ball at Grange Pavilion.
East Lnion
May 1 Monthly meeting of City Govern
ment.
■May
Ib-ll Call, Miriam Rebekah Lodge
May . Lincoln Baptist Association meets
at Tenants Harbor
X1 •' . -8 ‘'aindeu -Musical esmedy “Kath
leen" presented by Ikal-Artv Post. A. L
May
Damariscotta Baptist Association
meets at Booth bay.
May 10—-Mothers’ Pay.
M ., 1 . Mrs. Percival's dance recital at
the Arcade.
M. . 2b Annual strawberry supper of Bap
tist Men’s League.
May 30— Memorial Pay
1 ’v
Higii School Graduation
la M vr High School auditorium.
S-;c 30-O, t. j state Convention of W C.
1.1 . in Auburn

dhivid Hill brought in five salmon
from Megunticook Lake the other
' day. The largest topped the scales
I at 4 ?4 pounds and two others weighed
| .3% pounds each.

Frank Garrity of Pittsfteld is clerk
ing at (’. W. Sheldon’s drug .sitore.
! Gleason Cogam, who was formerly
employed there is employed as chauf
feur by Frank Elliot of Thomaston.'
“Ted” Hull of the Flint Company’s
local staff is doing his bit toward the
development of Maine. On the tii •
case at the rear of his car is em
blazoned this timely legend: “Hein
Develop Maine. Vote for the Ken
nebec Bridge.”
G. L. Tolman drove in from the
suburbs with a hoitse-sled Tuesday
and found that the warm April sun
was working havoc with Sunday’s
misplaced snowfall. By the time he
got ready to return the dust was
blowing on Park street.

The Snow-Hudson Company has
recemtly delivered the following ne*v
motor ears: Elmer B. Crockett, Rock
land, Hudson coach: W. F. Clough.
< navies X\ ado has opened his store Rodkport, Hudson coach; Ira W.
oti Waldo avenue for the summer.
Perry. Warren. Essex Coach; Almon
P. Richardson, Rockland, Hudson
Go! b n Rod Chapter, <). E- S.. will coach.
hold inr regular meeting Friday
night with supper at G.30.
Mrs. A. D. Mo-rey and daughter,
Miss Elizabeth Morey, have returned
A er,de'd Thornton who ^tarred in from Boston where they were guests
1- Rv'oi’l at Higgins Classical In
of Mrs. Morey’s sister. Mrs. J I. B.
stitute, is out aftier another letter
Tyler. On their return they were ac
with the baseball team. In a recent
companied by Mrs. Mary’ Mack and
gen <> be hit safely three times for a
her grand-daughter Virginia Tyle*\
total of six bases.
who are now in Waterville.

The Winslow-1 lolhrook Auxiliary
.'-b-uin:: it b* will meet in the Le •
gion hull I’riduy afternoon. Then'
will ho quilts to t.irk. At 6 o’clock
iippt-r • o
the Teachers Association.

'

A handsome new flag has l>een
presented to Rockland’s new Ilig.i
HTl ■ d in memory of Maurice Ames
v.’ o wo tbl hive been a member of
the clacs of R)l7 save for an untime
ly dea'I . Tin- donors were Mr. and
Mis. H. n. Ames.

There are two Abbott schools, one
“Abbott School” for boys and the
other "Abbot Academy” for girls.
( onsecjuently the item concerning
Miss Evelyn M<1» ugall’s Senior play
should have related to the school
spelling i s name with one t instead
of two.

!

The revival meetings at the Sal
ve ion Army, conducted by Envoy
Abel Win?
of Newfoundland* stent
ed Tuesday night with a large crowd.
3 hese meetings will be continued for (
the n< \t iwo weeks with something
new evt ry night. The public is
urged to attend.

Charles It. Taggart, fiddler, pro
vided a delightful entertainment at
the Fniversiilist church last night
under the auspices of the Knicker
bocker £lass. Mr. Taggart is an ex
ceptionally fine performer on piano
and violin and combines with it a
marked gift as a humorist. His in
terpretation of the old-fashioned
fiddler \vas especially well . received.
He was also an adept at the imita
tion of bird calls and life sounds on
the violin. His recitations were ex
cellent.
Charles S. Hall, who has been
traveling out of Boston for more than
30 years, has signer! up with the
John Bird Co. to cover the Rock
land, Thomaston and Camden terri
tory. He finds the new position an
especially congenial one as it gives
him an opportunity to be at home all
the time. Mr Hall is one of Maine’s
l>est known Knights of the Grip, an l
is a member of the Quarter Century
Traveling M?n’s Associa-tion ar.d V.
T. <’. HP* genial smile has illuminat
ed manv a gathering of the profes
sion.

FULLER-COBB-DAViS
REMNANT AND

Eat Lamb
Fores 23c; Chops 43c; Boneless Roast 33c
NEW ST. JOHN ALEW1VES, 3 for............... 25c
STRAWBERRIES, STRING BEANS, CELERY
SPINACH,
DANDELIONS,
LETTUCE

ASPARAGUS, TOMATOES, GREEN PEPPERS
GRAPE FRUIT, 4 for .... 25c; 3 for .... 25c
ORANGES.......... $1.00, 75c, 65c, 50c, 40c, 30c

NATIVE SPY EATING APPLES

DEPARTMENT STORE
We have« enlarged our basement and added a large
assortment of remnants and bargains which we would
like all of our customers to see, and as a special induce
ment to call SATURDAY, APRIL 25th, with every
dollar purchase from the remnant, bargain, or regular
Counters in the basement we will give a metal electric
car ticket.
REMNANTS
100 yards Cretonne ............. .".
223 yards extra heavy Cre
tonne ...........-............................
100 yards A C A Ticking .....
200 yards Fancy Voile ...........
230 rem. Bleached Cotton ....
230 yards 45 in B. Cotton ....
230 yards Brown Cotton .......

25c

BUY

LIVE

POULTRY

103 yds. Gingha^ Aprcn
Check .................................. 12!/2c
1C0 yds. Gingham .................. 18c
200 yds. Percale .........1,............ 22c
100 yds. Turkey Red Damask 68c
103 yds. Fibre Silk ............... 58c
1C0 yds. 42 in.. Tubing ......... 33c
1C0 yds. 36’in. Nainsook ......... 18c

35c
33c
35c
18c
25c
16c

GARMENTS

10 New Garments ........................................................ . ................................ $12.76
10 New Garments ............................................. y........................................... $10.50
10 dozen pairs Ladies Silk Hcse (fibre) ............................ ....................... 50c
One lot Satin Finish Bed Spreads ............................................................ $3.50

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
Harry D. Phillips is back with the
"Consolidated," after getting the up-per hands of grippe.

SUITS FOR MEN

Hay Operator Frank I.. Clark of
the Western I’nion la cunined to
the house by tonsililis.

M; run IJrlnkwater is substituting,
at tin Central Fire Station while
Fred L. Cheyne Is in Boston.
There will be no public supper at
the Relief Corps tonight, but a pic
nic supper will precede the regular.
meeting.
Miss Amanda Wood is at the home
of Mrs. Frank Knowlton in Camden
in her capacity as nurse.
___
1
Daylight time goes into effect in
Massachusetts Sunday and Portland
will have the same schedule, opera
tive all summer providing the requi
site number of names is obtained for
a referendum.

Hr. Samuel Tibbetts of Camden
one of the long-time dentists still
practicing* his profession in Maine,
paid a visit lasf week to Philadelphia
to attend graduating exercises at
his alma mater, then styled the
Philadelphia Dental College, from
which he received his degree in 1872. j
He was the only member of his class
present on the occasion. Dr. Tib-!
l efts, , following
his graduation I
opened an office in this city, where
he practiced until 1875. when he sold I
out to his brother, the late Dr. T. E. j
Tibbetts, for the purpose of continu
ing the practice in the larger field of
fered by Albany, N. Y.. where for a i
long period of years he enjoyed a
large success. Later he removed' to!
Camden where he still practices his
profession. On this recent visit to i
Philadelphia he was accompanied iby his nephew. Dr. John E. Tibbetts of,
this city, who is the third of the
name to occupy the dental office at
thc» corner df ZMain and Winter,
streets.

KEEP KLEEN KUFFS
made of dust and waterproof ma

WE

terials for men and women.

EVERYTHING THAT’S GOOD TO EAT
Manufactured by
UTILITY SLEEVE CO. Rockland
All Sizes On Sale At
J. F. GREGORY SONS COMPANY

412

MAIN

STREET,

ROCKLAND

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

M. M JX.UO'UJft £. GO.

Friday, Saturday and Monday

G. K. MAYO
Custom Tailored Clothes

Special Prices ON ALL ODD LOTS left from qur Anniversary Sale for these
Three Days to Close Them Out.

Suit or Overcoat, as low as
,
$25.00
Ten Days' Delivery
22 Masonic Street
Tel. 304-J
ROCKLAND, ME.

One lot Government Signal
Flags, size 24x24 irs. These
flags are used

make squares

to

One lot Broadcloth and Dim
ity Waists, white and colors,
$1.50 value. To close out,

One lot Government Army
Kits; will hold as much as a
trunk; .good for gunning and
fishing. Sale price -•
.95

........................ .98

fcr Comforters, Pillow Tops:

ROCKLAND'S NEW COP

also for

Introducing Lamont A. Well
man Who Joins the City’s
Finest.

E2«y

Scout

and decorations.
in

three

signals

diqerent

We are exclusive headquarters for “Happy Home” House
Frocks; nothing better than these at near the price. One
lot $1.50 value. To close out .............. ............................... .98

designs.

.10

Sale price, each ....

Whenever a new member joins the
police force the public is always in
terested—and prty^erly, so, as to
what kind of a man has been ele ted
for guardian of the peace.
Tuesday night the City Govern
ment made choice of Lamont
Wellman, and The iCourier-Gazette
takes upon itself the pleasure of in
troducing him.
Mr. Wellman was born in Hope,
Jan. 18, 1875 and lived there until he
was 18. The next 11 years found
lim in other New England States—
Iriving team in South Weymouth,
•onnected witl^ .State insane hos
pitals in (Massachusetts and Conlecticut (and an institution on Long
(.-•land), a;.d as guard in thr^ State
i’i iron at West Concord, N. IL. the
warden of which was the father of
‘X-Governor Cox of Massachusetts.
Mr- Wellman came to Rockland 21
rears ago, and for 18 years was in
n the employ of Thorndike & Hix,
bster department. For the past
hree years he has been rnakyig barels for the Rockland & Rockport
Lime Corporation.
The new cop belongs to the Masons
ind Knights of Pythias. He stands
> feet 11 inches, weighs 200 pounds,
ind when he get’s his clutches on an
ffender the victim will know it for
■ he has a pair of hands that were
made for a Hercules.

“HAPPY HOME” HOUSE FROCKS

They come

SEE OUR MAIN STREET WINDOW FOR GOODS

F.

J.

SIMONTON

CO

SOMETHING EXTRA
—in-

METAL BED, SPRING AND MATTRESS

This offer places a handsome Metal Bed, strong Spring and good Mattress at
the startling price of—

Cancer Is the cause of 73,0001
Ideaths in the V. S. every year.
Dockland Red Cross.

The selection this season is ex
traordinarily good, the lights pre
dominating with the powder blues
in very general favor. Blue serge
is always good.
»

We specialize in the nationally
advertised—

Pure Virgin Wool
Kirschbaum Suits

attractive prices.

:: Memorials::
WALDOBORO, ME.

L MARCUS, Prop.
313-319 Main St.
Rockland.

MARRIED

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank all my dear friends anl
to
neighbors tor their kindne
sorrow and affliction in the loss of my dear
husband, also for the floral tributes. Signed
Mrs. Amos G. Rivers
Spruce Head.

DIED

L E. BLACK1NGT0N

i i at ; I

Community Hall

SATURDAY NIGHT
APRIL 25
Dancing Begins at 8 o’clock

Smalley’s’ Orchestra
46-47

Tel. 745-J

K«pne-Da»H- St. George April 20. by n.
I- K Miller. Chauncey M P. Keene of It •. !.
and (OKI Julia
Bavis nf Gleninero.

$25.00 to $40.00

DANCE

,

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY

E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.

Keay—Portland, April 29, Hugh Kvny of
Vinalhaven.
. .
Pill’.brook- Appleton. April 16, Mrs. Lizz.r
Phi’.brook, agvd 71 years
Dolham—Rockland, April 21, Ralph Dolham
aged
years. Fune.al Friday at ,erno"i;
it 2 o’clock front late rei&Tknce, 17 Jam s
street.
Montgomery-Thomaston. April 21, Mara
‘‘Everything in Men’s Wear"
3., widow of Lewis R Montgomery, fifin'r
y of Warren, aged 89 year:, 9 month.), 21
days.
Rich— Rockport. Glencove, April IS, Jan s
Edmund Rich, a native of Hope, aged ' 7
HAS HIDDEN VALUES
years, 11 months, 24 days.
Ames—Somerville, Mass , April 22. George
The Star Car Sells Not Only On A. Ames, t.ative of Matinieus, aged 37
Burial at Matinieus.
Appearance But Economy and Per years
Kalloch—Thomaston, April 2*1, L Haviformance.
and. son of Mr and Mrs. Harris Kalloch.
aged 18 years
Stevens-Warren, April 22, Matilda M .
The most valuable characteristic? widow of Edwin C. Stevens, aged 79 year;.
of an automobile are those hiddenil 1 month and 26 days
Maddocks—Owls Head, April 22. Francis
from the human eye and that onlj•'Y'Maddocks. aged 81 years, 4 months, 1 da.» ;.
time and use reveal; namely', oper
Funeral Frlda> afternoon at 2 o’clock from
ate residence.
ating economy and miles of trans
Derby Roc kland, April 23,\Jeigjiie
, wi‘"
portation.
if Fred L. Derby, aged 56 years. 8 month),
The average automobile buyei 10 days Funerfcl from St. Bernard’s Cath
purchases what he sees and feeb olic church 9 o’clock Saturday morning.
Burial in Thomaston.

only—a handsome body, comfortable
appointments, pleasing riding quali
ties. These features sell an automo
bile—but low-operating costs and
long life make the sale enduring
The time arrives when the automo
bile owner, free from the engaging
personality and subtle arguments of
the salesman, regards his purchase
only as a persona) utility, wonders
how many miles of transportation lit
has bought -and what that transpor
tation will cost.
Experience^ °f Star owners indi
cate that the handsome appearance
and comfortable riding qualities ol
the Star car. though highly desir
able. are overshadowed by perform
ance records for 68 Star owners re
ported to the iXew York office that
they drove a total of 2,930,116 miles
an average of 43.090 miles per owner
and that their cars still were giving
good service.
The average lowpriced automobile is driven about
7,000 miles a year. Then, measured
In years of service, as fixed by tin
mileage of the average automobile
owner, the miles covered by these 68
Star cars represent more than six
years of ordinary use for each car
Operating expenses, including gas
oil, tire and mechanical repairs and
replacements, reported by 2.392 Star
owners indicate that they spent an
average of 2 1-10 cents a mile to
drive their automobiles.
These features, says the Rockland
Auto Co-, account for the growing
popularity of Star cars among those
discriminating buyecs who look be
yond mere appearance and riding
qualities and whose measure ol
value is the yardstick of perform
ance.—adv.

$19.75
These Beds and Mattresses are available in every size.
There are also on our floors handsome Metal Beds with cane panels at most

1925

1855

SPRUCE HEAD

Knowlton’s Market

IIWONTON’

BARGAIN BASEMENT

Louise V. Dolliver of 112 Limeroek
street wins one of the distinguished
essay medals and honorable award
certificates offered to students whose
Orel E. Davies, president of
essays merited honorable mention in
l ot 1 train schedules undergo a Children's Playground Association the Home Lighting contest last week.
change ' ?xt wee?: s the result of the
has received a piece of apparatus for
adaption of daylight saving in Mass that institution which is destined to
Keen disappointment was felt
achusetts.
Enstbound trains on! make lots of kiddies very happy this Tuesday night on receipt of a des
v. e» \ days will arrlv«| at 11.35 ft. nr, summer. It is called “The Safest patch from Prof. Wilbur G. Mallett
4.40 p. m., and 7.55 pi in. and depart i Piece of Apparatus Made,” and is
of Farmington Normal School stat
: : 7.45 a. in.. 1.10 p. m. and 5.35 p. ; known as “Junglegym” It-is^a se ing that he had been stricken with
m. The Sunday train will arrive a; ries of ladders with wooden rungs, grippe and must cancel his Rockland
11.35 a. m. and leave at 7. a. m.
, and so arranged that a dozen chil engagement with the W. C. ' T. I*.
dren ean (limb through its mazes at) Friday night.
M ih.r 1’arnsworth and
Major the same time. Kow popular the
Warner of the regular army are mak- ' Junglegym is may l»e judged from ! An interesting rumor is current on
ing a fedora! inspection of the Knox the statistical data obtained on pn I the street <o the effect that the Fire
County lotteries of Coast Artillery. ' Illinois playground from 16 observa proof Garage is to establish a mod
Munday night they visited the Cam tions made duning recess time. O’. ! ern parking place and filling station
den battery. Tuesday night the Hock- of 402 children at play it was found on the site of the old Central Garage
k;nd ba: ury and last night Vinal that 135 were using the Junglegym, extending through from Main street
haven I ttery. Tonight it is Thom 78 the traveling rings, 76 the swings (south of Strand Theatre) to the rear
aston's turn. The officials’ comment 56 the parallel bars and 37 the see of the present Fireproof Garage.
as io the Rockland battery w.is “very saws.
satisfactory.”
Jerry Flagg, a former well-known
Manager Dondis has booked for Rockland resident died very sud
The renfodelled :u»d enlarged Carr next week three of the best pictures denly in Boston Tuesday while wait
market will open its do<A*s tomor- which he believes were ever present ing for the boht. enroute from the j
i »w. Following the recent fire Mr ed consecutively in ithis city. The first Sailor's Snug Harbor to this city.
< .n r built an addition on the rear of is Chu Chin Chow,” the great spec He had appeared in his usual good
tlie store which allowed him to move tacle that entertained many a dough health while talking with acquaint- |
the big refrigerator back 10 feet, and boy on leave in London during the ances. He is survived by a daugh- |
left r » ,m i r i cozy office in addi- war. The film drama, although made ter, Mrs. Fred L Cheyne, of this city.!
tici . The extra space made avail in England, has Betty Blythe, who Funeral arrangements have not been
able in the si ore prob r allows the played the "Queen of Sheba,” in the completed as yet.
ini i ndue: ,on of two addition:.1 refrig featured role, that of Zahrat, the
The directors of the Knox County
erated silent salesman
cases. In desert flower. It is an elaborate tell
the windows arc two o ihe same type ing of the'dld Arabian Nights legend Fish"'& Game Association at their
di.-.play cares for the sanitary hand ol’ Ali Baba and the Forty Thieve^, monthly meeting at the Elks Club
ling ui meat and fish. A new metal with neceneary enlargement of detail last night listened to a most inter
ceiling, r -w lights and a full new to carry it along on the screen. This esting talk by John H. Brubaker,
st.. k m.ike the market one of th: great picture will the shown Monday who was in the forestry and game
city’s best.
and Tuesday, to the accomuiniment service in Pennsylvania during the
of a special musical program. On ■period when that State was putting
Wednesday and Thursday will be through the conservation policies1
which resulted admirably. He told
Free speech, free press, shown the Booth Tarkington picture
“Pampered Youth,” which, under the of the steps taken toward reforesta
separation of church and
title of “The Magnificent Ambersons” tion and propagation, and the crea
state, white supremacy,
won the pultlcer prize of $5,000. The tion of a game refuge. Postmaster
fie? public schools, the
Blethen and Thomas J. Foley were
right oi choice in religion, ' Chapin Class of ^the Fniversajisl
Church is aiding in the exploitation added to the Legislative committee
Jesus Christ our Exemp
on which Fred C. Dyer had already
lar ar.d only Priest. Do I of this picture. Oi Friday and Sat
urday will l>e shown “school For been appointed. At the May meeting,
You believe in these
Wives.” a wonderful picture adapted place yet to ibe determined, four reels
things? Go does the Ku
from “The House of Lynch,” star of Held and stream movies will be
Klux Kian.
shown. F. C. Dyer and L. <3. Jackring Conway Tearle.
son are on the committee of arrange
ments.

Knowlton's
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CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my kind friends and neigh
bors for their kindness shown me in my
! late berei’cment and to Robert Cousins.
Siamon Knowlton, F. & A. M., 1.0 O F.
| ami the G.C.L.A. for their many beautiful
I tiowers.
Mrs Gertrude Jordan.
Stonington, April 22.

I’M ALMOST AFRA1D1
THESE DAYS TO ASKf
A MAN IF HEW
HAVE‘OIL
onhis'dome;
YOU CAN’T
TELL WO
YOU’LL BE
RUBBING.
THE WRONur^
WAY..

DANCE

If you want a good time come
down to South Thomaston Grange
Hall—

—At—

K. P. Hall, Camden

FRIDAY NIGHT

Saturday, April 25

Square and Round Dances

Smalley’s Orchestra
38-Th-tf

,

: : Music by : :

Dean’s Orchestra
Cars to Rockland after the Dance

'

'

I

REMOVAL SALE
Final Reduction on
Everything
Wc could not do more unless we

MADE YOU A PRESENT

Specials This Week

ILL»E|

DANCE

Japanese Embroidered
Table Runners, Etc.
39c to $3.98

HOUSE DRESS SALE
SATURDAY, APRIL 25
200 DRESSES TO BE SOLD FOR

$1.00 EACH

75c Records

This is the best trade we ever offered in a House
Dress. Nicely made; sizes 36 to 46; worth at
least $1.75.
Assorted colors and washable.
Limit—Three to Each Customer.

3 for $1.00

DON’T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY

Values up to $7.75

New Columbia Records

$1.00, $1.25 Records

2 for $1.00
COME QUICK

CRIE’S GIFT SHOP

SALE PRICE $1.00 EACH
SATURDAY, APRIL 25
E. B. CROCKETT 5 & 10c to $1.00 STORE
ROCKLAND, ME.

Wooster’s
Heavy Western Beef
Five Rib Roast...............................................22c, 25c
Sirloin Roast................................................... 30c, 40c
Chuck Roast.............................................................. 18c,20c
Pot Roast........................................................ 25o, 30c
Sirloin Steak (boneless)
............................. 45c
Top Round Steak................................................... 40c
Hamburg Steak............ z............................. 20c, 25c
Stew Beef..................................................... 20c, 25c
Corned Beef.......... •................................ 8c, 10c, 20c
SPINACH, DANDELION GREENS, CELERY
ICEBERG LETTUCE, CUKES, STRAWBERRIES

SATURDAY ONLY
3 Large Loaves Consolidated Bread for 25c

GEORGE A. WOOSTER MARKET
Telephone 600

Free Delivery

THE PAYSON COMPANY
KNOX COUNTY HEADQUARTERS FOR

We are all set in our new store for our annual
Seed Business. Don’t buy your seeds without
giving us a call. We have all kinds of seeds in
different varieties.
Five different varieties o/ Certified Aroostook
Seed Potatoes.
All kinds of Fertilizer. Try our Plant Beautifier. Our own mixture.
Boxes for shipping baby chicks. B-K, the best
germ killer on the market, for all household pur
poses. Dolge Weed Killer. Sure death to weeds.
SPECIAL ORDERS FILLED ON VERY SHORT NOTICE
IF YOU NEED ANY FARM IMPLEMENTS, GIVE US A CALL.
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
BUY YOUR SEEDS FROM US, WHERE, IF YOU WISH, YOU
CAN GET PRACTICAL ADVICE AS TO PLANTING, ETC.

THE PAYSON COMPANY

NEW BICKNELL BLOCK, 507 MAIN STREET.

TEL. 380

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 23, 1925.
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ROCKVILLE

HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
When the cerrert letters are placed In the white spaces this pur.sle
will spell wards both vertically and horizontally. The first letter in each
word Is Indicated by a number, which refers to the definition listed
below the pnszle.
Thus Wo. 1 under the column hended “horizontal”
defines a word which will fill the white spaces up to the first hhek
square to the right, and a number under “vertical” defines a word which
will fill the white squares to the next black one below. Wo letters go In
the black apacea.
All words used are dictionary words, except proper
names. Abbreviations, slang. Initials, technical terms nnd obsolete forma
are Indicated In the definitions.

(®, 1925. Western Newspaper Union.)

Horizontal.

Vertical.

1—Aromatic vegetable condiment
5—-Springs
6—Ancient
8—Enemy
8—Section of a circle
11—Bright
18—Fashion

1—Exhausted
2—Father
3— Establishment (abbr.)
4— Delight
5—Heir
7—Arid
8—Musical composition
10—Outer garment
11—Droop
12—Sweet potato
13—Artful
14— To make a mistake
15— Attempt
17—Prohibit
19—Consume
20—Bottomless gulf
21—B'lack wood
23— Desert animal
24— Shy
27—Evil
28—Still
33— Preposition
34— Writer of books for boys, first
name Horatio
55— Part of “to be”
38—Couch
37—Saltpeter
41 -Sea eagle
40—Chafe
44—Clue
42—Aeriform fluid
46—Helped
47—Guide
50—Beverage
52
Native metal
56— Preposition
57— Tramp (abbr.)

15—Label

3 6—Article of furniture
18—Native metal
20—Debate
22—Spring month
28—Jeweler's measure of weight
25—-Preposition
26—Flow out
28— Tibetan ox
29— Note of musical scale
80—Cereal
81—Fold of cloth
32—Thus
34—Conjunction
36—Number under eleven
38— Prefix meaning two
39— Morose
41—Unit of work
43—Was pleased with
45—Pull
46—Extents
48—Boy's name
49—Start
51—Tale
68—Free from
64— Before (poetic)
65— Meshed material
67—Insect
58—Giver

j Solution will appear In next Inane.

Solution to Tuesday's Puzzle

SOUTH HOPE
■Mr. and Mrs- E. C. Powell have re
turned home from Florida, where
they spent the winter.
Mrs. Packard is the guest of her
daughter, Mrs. H. 13- Mank for a
few weeks.
Mrs. Daggett of Brockton, Mass.,
was a recent guest of her daughter.
Mrs. Haymond Jones.
Mrs. Gertrude Payson and son W.
M l’ayson of Portland were at their
home here for a few days this week.
Irville Mank spent the weekend In
Bath, returning Sunday. accom
panied by Mrs. Mank and children
who have been the guests for a week
of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Dun
ning in Bath.
The ladies of the Universalist
Circle greatly appreciate the kind
ness of those who donated to and
patronized their Easter supper, mak
ing it a success.
Misses Ingrid Gath and Virginia
Dunbar whose birthdays fail on
April 4. gave a party at the home of
Miss Dunbar's parents on that even
ing in honor of their 14th year
Those present wore Dorothy and
Raymond Ludwig of Hope. Madeline
Childs. Edith and Arthur Hart.
Stanley l’ayson, Marcellus Taylor
John Dunbar, Ingrid Gath and Vir
ginia Dunbar Befreshmcnts of cake
candy and pop corn were served.
The girls received many presents.

EAST WALDOBORO
'Merle and Orville Jameson of
Woolwich were recent guests of their
grandmother, Mrs. Emily Jameson.
John and Marcellus Painter of Wal
doboro called on Alonzo Sidensparker
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Coffin of Bel
fast were guests of Mr. and Mrs. C
E. Coffin Sunday.
Judson Benner and Austin Wiley
were in Rockland Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Burrows of
South Waldoboro were at L. L.
Malik's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Storer called
oil her parents Mr. and Mrs. A. Sid ■
ensparker Sunday.
Mrs. John Witham of Pleasant
ville was at Frank Orff's Friday.
W. 11. Keene motored to Gardiner
Sunday. Mrs. Keene returned wltn
him for a couple of days.
L. L. Mank spent Sunday witli
liis son Millard in Gardiner.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Smith of Hockland and Mr. and Mrs. Wylie of
Warren have been here, called by the
Illness and death of William Wylie.
iHev. W. II. Patterson held a meet
ing at Mr. and Mrs. John Flander s
Tuesday night and returned to the
village tiie next day.

_It’s

wanting

VINALHAVEN

Sunday the Odd Fellows and Re
bekahs will attend the 11.30 nervine
at Union church. Rev. Robert F
Laite of I’angor will preach, morn
ing and evening. There will be spe
cial music by the ladies trio and the
chorus. Mrs. Helen Arey Sanborn
will be organist.
Tiie body of Hugh Keay. will he
brought here today for burial. His
death occurred Monday April 20 in
Portland. Deceased is survived by
his wife, one daughter, Mrs. Ntellte
Noyes of Portland and one son. I’re i
Keay of this town.
Miss Pauline Hennigar returned
Tuesday from Rockland.
Friday evening at her home. Miss
Helen Orcutt entertained the mem
TENANT'S HARBOR
1-ers of her Sunday School class and
Capt. Samuel Walts arrived Sat friends from 7 till 9.30. The even
urday from Boston where he spent ing was pleasantly spent in playing
the winter with his daughter, Mrs. games and with music. Refresh
Emma Hope.
ments were served. Those present
Capt. and Mrs. Orris Holbrook, were Victor Shields, Elwood Sails.
tyiss May Currien and Miss Eva Edward White,
Frank
Thomas,
Torrey motored to Rockland Satur Kendall Hatch, Edward Ames, Dor
day.
othy Billings, Ruth Snowman. Dor
'Mrs- Charles Wheeler left Wednes othy Pelky. Ethlyn Carlson, Celeste
day for Washington. D. C., accom Carver. Lena Gilchrest and Mary
panied by her sisters. Fannie Eong Morong.
of New York and Harriett of Massa
Dr. F. F. Brown is in Portland on
chusetts.
a business trip.
Harrison Smith is a guest of his
Mrs. Ralph Brown recently enter
parents, Mr- and Mrs. George Smith, tained the Mothers Club at her home.
of Long Cove.
Refreshments were served. Wednes
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bickmore day evening the club will meet witli
and Marion Wallace were Sunday Mre. Luther Burns.
guests of Mrs. Bickmore’s sister at
The Occident Club was entertained
Owl’s Head.
Monday evening at the home of Mrs.
Mrs.
John
Fuller
entertained Sada Robbins.
guests over the weekend.
C. F. Paine and B. K. Smith have
•Capt. Orris Holbrook is painting returned to Hallowell.
Capt. Charles Holbrook’s house.
Joseph Ripley has returned to Bos
Fred Watts has been working in ton having lieen the guest of Miss
Rockland the past week.
Pauline Hennigar.
Thurlev Hocking of Massachusetts
Mis.s Elizabeth Ross was in Rod;
arrived home Saturday to spend the land Saturday.
holiday with bis parents.
Miss Margaret Libby left Monday
Frank Brown and Farrington Hart for Worcester, Mass., to resume
are working at Clark Island, building teaching. She was the guest the past
the foundation for Lewis Hart’s new week of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
house.
C. S. Libby.
Samuel Thomas was In Rockland
Tuesday to visit his eon Arthur,
WASHINGTON
W. A. Palmer and Mr. and Mrs. who is convalescing at Knox Hospi
F. W. Cunningham and family called tai.
Mrs. Reuben Carver was in Rock
on old friends in Stockton Springs
last Sunday returning home in a land Tuesday.
The new Vinalhaven Bund will
severe snowstormDonald Cunningham is visiting an hold a fair Friday afternoon at 2
o'clock in the G. A. H. rooms, fol
uncle in Bucksport for a few days.
Those reported ill last week are all lowed by a dance In thp evening il
on the gain, except Mrs. Peter Len Memorial hall. Music by the Bant'
Orchestra.
fest who is bolding her ownMiss Sarah Smith is spending a
The snowstorm of Sunday and
Sunday night was severe here. few days in Rockland and Camden
Wc islanders had our share of the
Eight inches of snow fell ar.d a high
big snowstorm, beginning Sunday
wind drifted it badly.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Tilson of Bel morning and lasting until Monday
grade Lakes were the guests of her afternoon and having a fall of 8 to
aunt, Mrs. W. L. Leigher last Thurs 10 inches on a level.
The Vinalhaven Grocery Co. has
day.
taken the agency for Clnrk's (Hock
land) Greenhouse and takes orders
for everything in the flower and
plant line.
a

case

of

the

best?

,—?

not

There was a large catch of smelts
Saturday night.
The automobiles
and trucks were parked by the road
side from Hawley's house to tiie
Cushman cottage, 13 at one time, an 1
more came later. Everybody got all
they wanted and some more. The
interest has not abated as one man
was by the brook dipping for them
as early as 6 o'clock Monday morn
ing iu tiie snowstorm. Such per
severance is worthy of a bigger un
dertaking.
Rockville awoke Sunday morning
to find the mercury had been taking
i downward slide bringing up at 36
above and everything was frozen
up. sinkspouts included, wilh big
icicles on their noses. None were
expecting it after such a l>eautifui
day Saturday, and fee) that the
weather man has not served us light
by cutting up such a caper.,
Mrs. Nathaniel Carroll from latest
report is some better. Mrs. Fannie
Brewster is caring for her.
Sunday a snowstorm was on the
weather program. From the corres
pondent's window a beautiful picture
met the eye. The snow gently fall
ing obscures the highlands. Moun
tains and hills, softening all sharp,
hard lines on walls, fences and build
ings. pastures and Helds are dothel
in pure white. The pond Just a dark,
gray-blue streak.
The old brick
house by the roadside adds a note of
soft red color. None but the Divine
hand can produce a picture so perfect
and beautiful.
Monday morning this village
found itself in the grip of a baby
blizzard. The snow which had cov
ered the ground so evenly Saturday
night was in mounds and hummocks
with patches of bare ground here and
there. The birds liked the bare
places. There was one in the corres
pondent's yard. First a big fat rob
in came and began pulling worms
from the soft ground. Some so large
it seemed they would choke him be
fore he got them dowji. Then came a
beautiful purple thrush, but Mr.
Robin did not intend to have his claim
encroached upon, so he chased her
oft. When his voracious appetite
was appeased and he had left. Miss
Thrash, who was watching, came
back bringing some relatives along
too. Crumbs had been thrown ou',
and they had a feast, seeming quite
tame, some of them hopping upon
the door step in search of more food.
The birds appeared to be very hun
gry. Woodpeckers have been run
ning up and down the trunks of old
trees after food. A small gray bird
alighted on the top of my rose bush
1 cannot name it. Perhaps some one
can for me. It was a light gray. back,
wings and tail with white breast and
white collar around its neck.
A. B. K.

,_ _ tit’s getting it'
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II EASTERN STEAMSHIP

Erte, Foremost Parisian Designer,

Tells Women What

NOT to Wear

Lemons Tighten

*■

Wrinkled Skin

Poland, Me.—"I cat- gladly recominrtid Dr. Pierce's medicines to any girl or
woman who is not in the very best of
health. I have taken Dr. Pierce's Favor
ite Prescription at intervals ever since I
was tsvelve years old. Now I have several
children and have taken a great many
bottl.'S of the .aboK-inentinned medicine
with great benefit. I have also taken Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery as a
general tonic. In every' instance these
medicines have done all they are advertised
to do and I cannot praise them too highly
for the good they have done me.”—Mrs.
L. W. Keene, care Morey Farm.
Obtain Dr. Pierce's family medicines
from your neighborhood druggist, in liquid
or tablet form.
Send 10c to Dr. Pierre. Invalids' Hotel,
Buffalo, N. Y., for a trial package of any
of Dr. Pierce’s medicines.

Squeeze the juice
of two lemons in
a hottie containing
three ounces of
Orchard White,
which any drug
gist will supply
for a few cents,
shake well and you
have the very mild
est anti-wrinkle lo
tion to tighten relaxed skin, eraBC
fine lines and eradicate crows-feet.
Massage this sweetly fragrant lemon
lotion into the akin at night. By
morning most of the tell-tale wrin
kles, tired lines and crows-feet are
smoothed out. giving a more youthful
contour to cheeks, chin, throat. Tt
leaves the akin velvety soft, clear and
fresh.
Beauty experta use this astringent
lotion for enlarged pores, also to
bleach and whiten sallow, tanned skill.
Mix this harmless lotion yourself
since it acts best immediately after
prepared.

Here are the lucky girls for whom Erte, famous Parisian fashion
creator and designer who has been imported'by Melro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
will design original creations to wear in the movies.

OWL’S HEAD
News was received that Miss Leona
Heed of 1 nlvereity of Maine, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. P. K. Reed, wlv
graduates in June, has a part in the
graduation.
Hay Dow is having a very had time
witli his eye.
Mrs. Grace Moore of Rockland is
the guest of Mrs. Fred Herrick
Crescent Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Heed were giver
a party Tuesday night. Those pres
cut were Mr. and Mrs. It. A. Greene
Allen It. Borgevson, Wendall Lead
better, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ross,
Mis. Emery H. St. Clair, Mrs. Neil
Farrow, Mr. aud Mrs. Vinal Perry
and .Miss Florence Maddocks.
ltev. H. E. White will preach
sermon At the prayer meeting to
night, lie would like a large crowd
out.
Helen Maddocks has finished her
work for Neil Farrow and is at home
resting up for the summer.

BOSTOi > BUBOB LIBE
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

Lve Rockland for Boston 8 P. M.
Lve Rockland for Bangor & Way
Landings 5 A. M.
Lve Rockland for Bar Harbor &
Way Landings 5 A. M.

Lve Rockland for Blue Hill & Way
Landings 5 A. M.
Commencing about May 11, 1925,
Sailings daily except Sunday.

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

siiecial music. Service at 10.30. At
the union service in the evening at
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Eastern Standard Time
7 o’clock tiie pastor will give a spe’
Trains Leave Rockland fo.?
ial address on the subject “Son.e
Augusta. A§7 00a. m., 17.30 a. m., tl.lOp. tn.'
nroofs of the Future Life." Every
Bangor, A§7.00a. m., |7.30a. m., |1 lOp.tn. ,
one should he interested in this sub
Boston. AJ7.00a. in , |7.30a. m.. tl.lOp. m.
Brunswiek.Aj7.00u.ru., t"-30a.m., tl-lOp.iu.,
ject and a cordial invitation is ex
p. in.
tended to all to come and hear what |5.3O
Lewiston. A $7.00 a. tn., f7.30a. m., tl.lOp. m.
will be said on this great theme.
New York. tl.lOp. in.

Portland. A 17.00a.m.. t7.3C_.m., tl.lOp.m.,
15.30 p. ni.
Waterville. A57 00a m., 17.30a.m.. tl.lOp. in.
Woolwich.AJ7.00a.nl.. t7.30a. m.. tl.10'» ro-.
are not nice ! They are not grace
Daisy Luce is confined to the 75.30 p. m.
ful when they are worn too short
house with the grippe.
t Daily, except Sunday.
Everyone hasn'-t nice legs, yet every
Hebert E-tu.cy has bought' a new A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
wich.
one wears her skirt short when it Ford touring car.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
M. L. HARRIS.
is the style ! Is It not terrible? For
Mrs- H. A. Whitten visited her •-28-24
V. P. & Geu'l Mgr. Gen'i Passenger Agt

LINCOLNVILLE

By Kay Merrill
If you would be Individual, strik
ing. beautifully gowned—then listen
to what Count Romain de Tirtoff
Erte. familiarly known as Erte, the
famous Parisian leader of fashions i the very young slender girl the short
who has been imported by Metro- skirt is good, yes—'but for hc^ older
Goiilwy:i-Mayer to head their cos sister and mother, non—they should
tume department, has to say about wear their skirts just a trifle longer
what women should not wear, as well —mais cui !"
Don't Wear Drab Colors
as what they should wear to lie more
beautiful.
Another one of Ertc’s "Don’ts"
For Erte. famed fcr his strikingly for the woman who would be beau
bizarre and originally beautiful cre
ations has definite ideas on what tiful is not to wear drab colors.
women shouldn't wear as well as "Have you ever noticed what a
what they should wear in order to beautiful ensemble women
make
bring out their own charm and when the gather together in color
beauty. And among the things wo ful evening clothes?” asked Erte
men should not wear arc these— "They appear much more beautiful
short -skirts, drab colors and parrot and femininely charming in gay,
like duplicates of what every othei vivid shades than they do in their
Woman in town is wearing.
dark street clothes. Colors that
blend with the natural coloring of
Don't Dress Monotonously
"'I he American woman leads al hair, eyes and skin of women ac
other women of the world in being centuate 4'neir charm, and for this
well dressed, yes—but she is sadly reason women should dress in col
monotonous in appearance,” said ors best suited to their type, of
Erte. "What one wears and looks course, if they would appear more
smart in. every one else is sure-to beautiful. This season Fashion rec
copy. Mon Diet! ! it doesn't occur tn ognizes thia fact by sponsoring such
them that there may be types of wo dashing shades as orange and green
men who arc so unlike that what to lead the vogue, instead of more
looks particularly striking on one subdued tones."
Erte. or Count Romain de Tirtoff
will look hideous on another! Yet
American women will buy what thd Erte, has left for Culver City. Cali
Manufacturer who turns out thou- fornia, where the .Metro-Goldwyn
‘ sands of the same model tells them Mayer studios are located, to design
U the style whether it suits their his inimitably dashing creations and
costumes for Mae Murray, Alice
own particular type or not.
SUNSHINE
Paulette
Duval,
Helena
“Oiel ! Is is not terrible? Yet. Terry.
Maynard Conaty returned frr.m
since in spite of this parrot-like D'Algy. Norma Shearer, Eleanor
Bluehill Hospital Thursday.
Boardman. Kathleen Kej^ Marion
Mrs. Forrest ('(-nary ar.d son Ken copying of style the American wo Davies, Claire Windsor. May Mc
man
looks
so
well
dressed,
how
neth are visiting relatives here.
Avoy. Mae Busch, Carmel Myers
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Robbins are much more striking und individual Allecn Pringle. Pauline Starke and
^he
would
appear
if
she
had
her
visiting their parents here.
j
other movie players who are fortu
Capt- W. I. Conary and Emery j clothes designed to suit her own par nate enough to lie under the Mctroticular
individuality
and
type
!
Buckminster went to Camden where
"Short skirts?
Mon Dieu they Goldwyn-Maycr banner.
they will fit out the yacht “Dis
cover” for the summer.
Elmer McDonald has a new carowns a large Tabernacle with audi
APPLETON
Lena -Sprague is visiting Mrs.
torium, dining ball and sleeping
Freema n Sprag ue.
Mrs. Lizzie Philbrook of this town J ru„ms.
Entertainment
including
Maurice Stinson went to Camden died April 16, aged 71 years- She I rooms and meals. Entertainment in
Wednesday to look for work.
was an industrious, capable women, eluding room and meals will be free
Mrs. Frank Thompson went to though in failing health for some j to all workers. Among some of the
,
'I
Rockland Thursday to visit Ik r time. She leaves four sons, Jean, attractions for the gathering is a full
daughter, Mrs. Alma Eaton.
Hollis, Melvin ar.d Arthur, one equipped band of music with able
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Conary and daughter. Mrs. John Clark and sev ■speakers from some of the western
George Stinson arrived Sunday.
eral grandchildren. Rev. Mr. Emer and Southern districts. The dates of
Miss Gladys Barter who has been son of the Community Baptist Old Orchard, Portland and Mars Hill
Convention will be given at this
visiting her parents, returned to church spoke words of comfort.
Rockland recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Simpson of meeting. Anyone planning to go ti
Mre. \V. O. Conary visited relatives Criehaven were in town to attend the Dexter should notify Rev. F. N,
here recently, returning Tuesday.
funeral of Mrs. Simpson's grand Doughty, president or W. R. llassey,
secretary at Dexter.
A crowd Trom here w ent to Ocean mother. Mrs. Philbrook.
ville to a dance Saturday night.
« • • •

Capt- Arthur B. Powers left last
week for New York to get his j.iclit
in readiness for the season.
Mrs. John A. Hosmer who has
spent the winter in Camden, arrived
Sunday and opened her cottage.
Craignair which .she wiil occupy this
summer.
Mr Hosmer came with
her, returning the same day.
Miss Josephine Cole spent tiie
weekend with Miss Annabel Colby.
The Easter concert held in th*
church Sunday evening was a suc
cess from start to finish. The little
tots were charming to look upon and
tliey each did very creditably. Tht
choir rendered several selections and
a special solo bv Miss Annabel
Colby was very sweetly sung. Much
credit for the training of the child
ren is due to the elementary depart
ment superintendent, Mrs. Cecile V
Lufkin.
Mr. and Mrs. Car! Haskell and son
Raymond of Newton, Mass., motored
here, arriving Sunday morning to
spend the holiday witli Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Haskell.
Rev- iMr. Partington's Tuesday
night talk wiil lie for the young
folks. No doubt it will lie intensely
interesting.

1

The direct route between
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN’S
ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGEft?2“T
(Subjeet to change without notice)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY. OCT.
V. 1924.
UNION
Leaves Swan’s Island daily except Sundays
At the Congregational church next at 5.30 A M. for Stonington, North Haven,
and Rockland.
Sunday morning the annual service Vinalhaven
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
of the Odd Fellows and Rebekahs for Vinalhaven, North llaven, Stonington and
will lie held. The pastor will preael, Swan's Island
B. H. STINSON.
on the subject “The Laws of Fel
General Agent.
lowship” and the choir will render
Rockland. Maine. Oct C. 1924.

There was no school on Monday
as an observance of Patriots Day.
Miss Alice McKinney of Boston is
guest of Mis.s Norina Young for a
week.
/ •
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Morton of Cam
den passed the weekend at R. 1.
.ernwnd's.
The readies Farm Bureau will hold
an all-day meeting on “Millinery”
April 29 at the Grange hall.
Mifit
Nason. H. D. A. of Belfast, will be
present with frames, flowers, and
materials. Dinner will be served.
All women are cordially invited to
attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Allen of Camden
were guests over the weekend of Mr;.
. S. Russ.
■Miss Marion McCobb who has
been home on an Easter vacation, re
turned this week to Gorham Normal
school.
The drama “A Bunch of Fun” wa?
presented at the Grange hall on Fri
day evening by the Rockport High
School. A pleasing t'aeture was the
High School Orchestra which played
between acts. A short dance was
given after the play.
Miss Marion Hardy and Flora
Young who have been home for the
weekend, returned to Castine Nor
mal school Monday.
The heavy fall of snow Sunday
made good sleighing for Monday and
many improved the opportunity by
hauling logs to the mill.

SUNSET

LINES, Inc.

J. Asbury Pitman, principal of the
Salem, Mass.. Normal School, spent
the weekend as guest of his father
William Pitman.
The Grangers are shingling their
hall.
Leslie Simmons is sick with the
prevailing cold.
Mrs. Aibhle Simmons has been in
Rockland the past week a guest of
her daughter. Mrs. Ida Chase.
Miss Bessie Blake of Hope was a
weekend guest of her mother, Mrs.
Eila McLaughlin.
’
Mr. and Mrs. Urban Trask and
three sons of Camden were guests of
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
Wentworth Sunday.
Mrs. Cora Ames has lieen confined
to the house by illness Iiut is some
better.
Mr. and Mrs. Benson Meservey are
spending the week In South Mont
viiie guests of her sister, Mrs. Pres
ton Bartlett.
Mrs. Jennie Waterman, who has
recently returned from Worcester,
Mass . called on friends in the vil
lage Friday.
Oscar Gould is boarding with Mrs.
Abide Simmons.
Mrs. Philbrook was buried Sunday
afternoon, Rev. Frederick Emerson
attending.
Mrs. Luther Calderwood and little
daughter of Camden were guests
recently of her mother. Mrs. Grace
Brown.
Dr. B. H. Kellar and two daugh
ters of Thomaston called on some
old friends in Ihe village Sunday.
Leslie Simmons has been quite sick
for a few days.
Lindon Johnson and William Miller
have bought new automobiles.
One of tiie worst snowstorms of
the season accompanied by a high
wind featured Sunday night and
Monday forenooni
Mr. and Mrs. Robinson. High
School teacher spent Saturday, Sun
day and Monday in Thomaston.
Andrew Brown has lieen saying
“Before we get warm weather a big
storm is due which will be snow.”
Mr. Brown's prediction materialized
all right.
The Pentecostal assembly has re
ceived notice of the first spring con
vention to be held at Dexter May 7.
for ten days. The Dexter assembly

PALERMO

NORTH UNION

sister. Mrs. E. A. Fossett, Sunday
Verna Simmons who is attending
school at Castine, was a weekend
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Simmons.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Esancy and
two children were guests of his fa
ther, Frank Esancy Sunday.
Mrs. Lena Daggett of Brockton.
Mass., and Mrs. Will Sayward of
Union were callers of Mrs. W. C.
Perry ThursdayMr. and Mrs Francis Roy and
daughter Lucille went to Berlin, N,
H. Friday after their daughter Eve
lyn who returned home Sunday with
them for the summer.
Mrs. John Luce has recovered from
her illness.

EAST UNION
Ernest and Berkley Gilchrest of
Fall River, Mass., were weeker l
guests of their aunt, Mrs. A, H.
Davis.
Miss Nina Titus is enjoying a few
days vacation wilh her parents Mr.
and Mrs. A. AL Titus.
The third and fourth degrees wi!)
be conferred upon four candidates
Thursday night in the grange with
the usual harvest feast. Mt. Pleas
ant Grange is invited.
Johnny Dornan spent tiie weekend
in North Warren, the guest of his
teacher. Miss Ruth Moody.
Mr. and Mrs. Julian Snow of South
Thomaston spent a few days with
Mrs. Snow’s daughter. Mrs. C. M.
Payson recently.
W. B. Gardner of Rockland made a
business trip to Union recently and
Mrs. Gardner was a guest of Mr-.
Randall Robbins and Mrs. A. W.
Payson. Airs. Gardner is always
welcome among her many friends
this place.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Taylor of
Gardiner were recent guests of lie.'
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Brown.

MOODY MOUNTAIN
A grippe epidemic recently struck
this place and those afflicted are
Janies Robbins und two boys. Charles
Heal, wife and daughter. Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Sweetland and four chil
dren, B. F. Wood., Miss Josie Knight.
Charles Wentworth. Miss Grace Hig
gins and others. Nearly all have
lieen very sick, but so fur no casual
ties have occurred and some are con
valescent.
Edwin Howes and his mother of
Swanville were callers here Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Cunningham
and family and W. A. Palmer ol
North Washington called on his
brother here and they all motored
to Prospect, then went to Cape Jellison chi'iiming and home in a howl
ing blizzard Sunday.
Rev. Mrs. Gibson is atleiidin;
Alelhodist conference at Augusta.
Miss Edith Brown of Liberty is at
work for Mrs. Willis Ladd.
■R. G. Packard and C. A. Gelow
have new trucks this spring ond ar
doing a lushing business.

sORETHROAT

tonsilitis or hoarseness,
gargle with warm salt
water. Rub Vicks over
throat and cover with a
hot flannel cloth. Swal
low slowly small pieces.

VICKS
WV
R
apo

ub

Peer 17 Million Jart Used Yearly

RADIO
. SERVICE
TESTING
REPAIRING
ASSEMBLING
TROUBLE SHOOTING
ANY CIRCUIT BUILT TO ORDER
TUBES REVITALIZED
Single Circuits Rebuilt Into

Selective Non-re-radlating Sets

PARTS TESTED AND
REPAIRED

RADIO
REPAIR SHOP
P. 0. Box 359
Over Express Office
ROCKLAND,..................... MAINE

39tf

Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
DENTIST
DENTAL XRAY and DIAGNOSIS

Above Huston-Tuttle Book Store
ROCKLAND, ME.

39tf

W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHO.

JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE

Margie Norton, Maurice Witham
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
and son Gerald motored to Augusta
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRtPTIONS. KODAKS. DE
Thursday
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN*
Mr. and Mrs. George Fuller of
LARGINf.
Week's Mills, were weekend guests
370 Main Street, Rockland
of Mrs- Fuller's parents.
Will Grady and son Harry were
business visitors In Augusta Thqrs
DR. JAMES KENT
dayMr. and Mrs. Will Witham, son
^Osteopath
Jennings and Mrs. Margaret An
drews of Togus were dinner guests
18 SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Sunday of Mrs. Margie Norton.
Telephone 323
36-tf
Sorrow was expressed in this place
Sunday when word came of the sud
den death of Frank Moore.
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Leon Witham of Augusta was the
1 nree Crow Pure Baking Soda
Offla. Hears: I te 3 tnl 7 ta I P. M.
guest of his parents Sunday and Sometimes called Bi Carbonate, or
Saleratus.—adv.
Monday.
R.aldana. until S A. M. and by A,e.lstms'
The house ell and shed of H. W
Tataphena tM
THOMASTON, ME.
Russell was burned to the ground
April 14. The barn was saved by
hard work.
DR. T. L. McBEATH
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Peavy of
Montviiie were guests Sunday at W
Osteopathic Physician
H. Grady's.
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Mrs. Margie Norton Is on the roll
Talepk.n. 134
of honor this season as being the
33 UNION ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
Graduate of American 8ehool of
(list to serve (April 18) dandelion
Oateopathy
greens-

CORNS

Lift Off-No Pain!

EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. Will Demuth spent
Saturday in Thomaston.
Frank Miller has had his house
painted.
Miss Della Watson has been ill
Mrs. Chesley Delano of Thomaston
spent Saturday in town.
Mrs. Locke of Rockland is guest ot
Riley Bradford.
Harold Allen has gone in a lobster
smack with Mr. Burns of Friendshir
Frank Morse und Nathan Lewis
left Monday for New York where
they are to join a yacht for the
summer.
William Orne has gone to Magee
for the summer, where he has cm
ployment.
Emil Neimi bought a cow of
party in South Thomaston recently

We ihink Prohibition is of untold
benefit both to the individual woo is
erai'tieing it, and to those who ar
dependent on him for support.—M M.
McCall, president arid treasurer Onelika Cotton Mills,

ARTHUR L. ORNE
Insurance
Successor to A. J. Brsklno dk C
417 MAIN 8T„ .... ROCKLA

FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counselor at
Law
431 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, MAINE
Telopsones—Office 468; House 693-R

L R. CAMPBELL
Doesn’t hurt one bit! Drop a little
“Freezone” on an aching corn, in
stantly that corn stops hurting, then
shortly you lift it right off with
fingers.
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle of
“Freezone” for a few cents, sufficient
to remove every hard corn, soft corn,
or corn between the toes, and the foot
I ealluses, without soreness or irrita
' tion,

Attorney At Law
•7R MAIN 8T_ ROCKLAND. MS

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.

Every-Other-Day

MATINICUS

OUR OWN

in the church and thus get their ser
mons from the air.
The church radio is run by the
fathers of the church, of course, one
As Discovered By a Boston Globe Staff Correspondent— of whom is Deacon Isaac A. Phil
brook, who is a lobster fisherman and
Where Radio Brings Sermons and Jazz:
the island sheriff as well. Mr. Phil
brook is a quiet, weajher-beaten man
with a magnificent pair of shoulders
This is the story of an island or two scallop fishers and a four- on him, and some very definite ideas
Avhere the machine age and the age masted schooner, with a 11 sajl set, about the New England Sabbath.
of craftsmen Jog elbows—
heating down the coast like n Winged
Young Folks Want Jazz
An island of heaped ledges, scoured dream, and the swoop and calRof the
“Whenever we go to the church « n
by the crasltfng surf and swept ever gulls—you and the Calista are1 alone
a Sunday and tune in on any hing
lastingly by the brooms of the wind.
First Settler Killed
other than a sermon or church mu
An island where upland pastures
Matinicus too, is alone, an oUtppst sic,” explained one of the gills on the
seem to roll their brown carpets
down out of cobalt blue heavens, and of human endeavor. That white strio island, discussing the “rebellion,” "the
where green-black huddles of pine of beach which emerges from the deacon shuts off the radio. So we’ve
sea ahead, and the dark silhouette,! got to go and listen in to the things
woods, etched against sky and sea,
pines along the ridges above and be we want to hear on some of the oth
frame the sprawled huddle of a Ush
hind it, have witnessed two centuries er sets.”
ers’ village, whose picturesque beauty
almost, of the stubborn battle be
“And what do you like to hear?” I
Would almost break an artist’s frear:.
tween sea and man. It was a fish asked her.
An island which harbors an un
ing post of the aborigines, was Ma
The answer came w ith a snap.
spoiled tradition of men who go down
tinicus, until the white men filtered
“Jazz!”to the sea in boats, gleaning the
along the coastal waters of New
Remarks like this sort sound like
shallows and deeps of the Atlantic
England, looking for places lo make resolution in Matinicus, a vei v faint
along the Maine coast for fish—
their homes.
one, to be sure, but revolution, nev
rugged, quiet, wind tanned, compe
The first settler on Matinicus ertheless. They disturb the serenity
tent and unafraid of storm or the
Ebenezer Hall, was beseiged her* of ^he grownups hut little. You wan
lurking danger of a hundred spumewith his family, in his little palisad der up tiie twisting paths over the
pelted, rock-toothed shoals.
ed home, und, aided only hy his son. is' *nd.
An island whose community has
Daniel, stood off the attack for a sol
Y.liite houses dot the land, hap
no roads at all, but paths and trails
id week before he was slain and hazard.
dating back to the days of the In
scalped. Hall's descendants still live
“..ust
like little white boxes
dians; and with only one church,
on the Island—a fact which symbo dropped out of the sky, anywhere,”
which has no minister and uses a
lizes the tenacity of these islanders as Mrs. I’armenter, who lives near
radio receiving set as a substitute.
xhen they make up their minds.
’he church, put it. “We live down
Unspoiled Matinicus
here, wherever we please. No streets j
An
Isle
of
Romance
“If you want to see a place where
to bother us. Why not7”
everything is unspoi.cd by the hurry
The whole trip ih dyed with the
Peace Found Everywhore
and rush of the mainland,’’ said the hues of old romance, which not even
A little schoolhouse stands alone In
Wise Man who knows somewhat oi the arm of laeikwater before the the fields. As you pass the houses,
these matters, “go to Rockland, Me. harbor dispe>. 1L is like a Robins in the hens run joyously forth to greet
and hunt up Cap’ll Stuart Ames of Crusoe isle < f the North. You go you and welcome you as if you were
the Calista D. Morrill. You’ll find ashore like a pirate. You drop an the prodigal son returning to a feast
him down at Tillson’s Wharf some chor f ir offsnore, because it ’is im- of plenty. Here and there a elothe.smorning, bright and early. Tell him nossibie to make the landing stage yard flaps with linens white as the
you want to go to Matinicus Island. *n the shallow green water and lit- driven snow. A cascade of geranium
Then you’ll see.....................”
ered rc^ks. A iiwboat thrusti from blossoms spills down inside a win
So to Rockland I went, and l.e cove 1 eyoud the wharf, to take dow, filling it with color.
tramped one morning down the wa vou in.
From the ridge of the isle, you
terfront road at 7 o’clock, and came
Wl.at a p: ••ure!
Shacks and can see the lights on the Rock, five
upon a ketch-rigged power-driven sheds, standing on long legs above miles away in the blue waters. All
craft, and a bevy of men who were ♦ he ledges like outlandish deninens day the gulls drift back and forth
busy about her. She lifted and feil from the sea’s bottom. Routs of all from one beach to the other. You
with the sea, squeaking as she grat sorts, swingiig idly at their buoy:;, see them as you peer upward through
ed against the gray piles. She looked leaning up the beach at the water's the latticed pine boughs in the woods,
about 18 tons burden.
edge, sprawled upside down and light and again as you stand in the fields
Now' there were a couple of stout- side up along the upper slope*.
which make up Matinicus’ two farms.
armed, rubber-booted chaps tossing
Lobster traps by the hundred
And then it begins to dawn upon
boxes and mail sacks aboard her, and heaped against the rocks and piled you why Matinicus is the exquisite
these. I judged were neither of them one upon another—new’ ones which place it is.' It is beautiful, and ut
the man 1 sought. A third man was have yet to go Careening down into terly contented. Even the village
stowing the stuff away in the small the green underworld of the sea, white feuds, whose traces you cross now
forehold and it was obviously not tnil unstained; old ones, gray and and than in your rambles, are
he either.
green, with the aged look of grand stric tly community, affairs. The TP.Blazoned upon the side of wheel fathers of all lobsterpots.
ter of whittlings around the grocery
house in black letters was the iden
The trees along the upper reaches store spells it all out, now’ you think
tification tag, however, Calista I). of the slopes, the boats and the sides it over.
Morrill, of Rockland, Me. This was if the boathouses, and the very hous
Mr. Young, the in»stmaster, is a
certainly the boat. 1 looked to the es of the natives themselves, are fes prominent citizen in this community.
deck by the gangplank, which slanted tooned with strings of buoys, new- Yet he whittles, day after day, as if
perilously down from the wharf.
painted and glistening under the sun he were indifferent to the universe.
like enormous ropes of sea squaws No man can whittle thus so indus
Cap’n Ames Shows Way
hung by the necks.
triously unless he is content. And
A powerfully built, ruddy cheeked
man in sca-going togs looked me over
no public official would thus he con
Picturesque Getting
quizzically with a pair of dancing
tent unless the village were content
Heaps of rope, tackle, old spars, also.
gray blue eyes, and he answered my
oars that lean in pairs against any
query before it was put.
Fishermen Come Home
“Matin—cus bo—at, sailin’ right thing that w ill support them. Amidst
Even that giant of a fellow, the
all this pictures,jue disorder the
off,’’ said he.
bulky* forms of the fishermen, with keeper of the lighthouse, whom you
There is no need of asking who*3
their huge rubber boots and heavy meet at the store, a genial, whimsi
captain of the Calista—not after you
jackets
nnd checkered woolen shir’s cal man if ever there was one, fair
get a look at Stuart Ames and hear
—some painting upturned boats be ly radiates calm. So does the sleepy
his voice. He makes a salt cod seem
harbor. Somehow it seems to be
like a fresh fish. Cap’n Ames is fore them< some iwtching lobster dozing even when the great bustle of
pots, some leaning at ease in the
young, not over 35 by his looks, but
sunlight puffing prodigious pipes the day is on, and the fishers aro
he knows the islet-strewn bay of
from which the heavy blue smoke rounding the breakwater from the
the Penobscot like one of his old
shore grounds with their catch.
swirls away in the warm wind.
pairs of boots.
The boys play at kite-flying an 1
The Calista, having landed the
He has been sailing to the island
mail and passengers by boat, swings rigging tackles, and Ijidian, and they
now for five years, twice a week, in
out to sea again, on the last leg of swagger about in their small rub
winter and thrice in Spring and
her journey to Criehaven. an adja ber boots emulous of the men with
summer and Fall, and he has missed
cent settlement on Ragged. Island, speech of the sea on tneir lips and
but one trip during that time, which,
which lies about midway between appraislnsreyes that look you calmly
considering the way the wind howls
Matinicus Isle and Matinicus Rock over. They, too, are cpntented—and
in across the Saddlebank when a no'Light, five miles further out. The hilarious.
caster slaps things up, is something
Some day the artists are going to
gulls wheel above, their lonesome
of a record.
cries filling the little bay with creak discover Matinicus. And then Am
lie is full of the lore of the Bay,
ing noises like the sound of rusty erica will thank its stars to learn that
and fingers the wheel with a casual hinges.
a fragment of old New England has
expert hand as the Calista hauls in
Matinicus, you soon discover has survived, unspoiled by progress and
her lines and noses out on her 20something peculiar about it, some hustle, even if it has taken 20 miles
mile trick to Matinicus.
thing alien to your experience and of sea barrier to preserve it.
The Journey Seaward
—James H. Powers in the Boston
habit of life. After you saunter
For 2V4 hours you slosh stubborn around to the little solitary store and Sunday Globe.
ly seaward, coasting toward Owl’s postoffice you run into Scott Young,
Head which, Cap'll Ames tells yon, and engage him in gossip.
GLENMERE
was named after a man who went
Mr. Young lives in the oldest house
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Smith and
hunting an owl there and <rot so ex on Matinicus Isle, and he is proud of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiley attended
cited he blew tlie critt’rs head clean it, for the house is a storied dwel- the dance at the Grange hall last
off when he saw’ it.
ing built by a descendant of the first week.
Passing this you swing toward the settler. He shows you a tablet’set
Charles Wiley. Byron Davis and
Southeast.
The mainland drops .nto the ledge near the store, to com Eugene Smith w ere in Rockland Sat
astern and all but vanishes complete memorate the intrepid spirit who urday.
ly in a low purple mist along the drst attempted to set the seal of the
Mr. Anderson’s new horse surprised
horizon. The sun spills dazzling gold white man upon this two and one- him recently by presenting him with
across the wa.ter ahead, where at half mile strip of rock, loam and a baby niulc.
last a cloud bank darkens and be woodland, nnd you read:
Mrs. Walter Barter was the guest
gins to assume features of land.
Ebenezer Hall, First White Settler of her parents recently. On her re
Here, on the outer rim of the bay.
At Matinicus Island, Me:,
turn to Portland she was accompan
you are entering a new world of
Killed hy the Indians
ied by her sister, Mrs. Clayton Mill
Immense and unhurried solitude.
e
June 6, 1757.
er and little daughter Thelma who
The spell has begun. Save for one
Everyone of the 62 inhabitants of have been visiting her parents, Mr.
the village knows the legend by and Mrs. Winslow Watt.
heart. !t is 'Matinicus' original bit
Keene-Qavis
■PPHHBHLZZ____ I------of folk lore, and Matinicus is fond
On April 20 a pretty wedding tooK
of it, for the folk here live close to
place at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
the past.
Byron Davis when their ciiftFdaugh
Radio Comes to Island
ter Julia Cora, was united in mar
Above the nearby house roofs, be riage to Chauncey M. 1). Keene of
yond the harbor slopes, however, you Rockland by Rev. Perley Miller of
Mem ber
can catch a glimpse of the machine the Tenant’s Harbor Baptist church,
Consolidated Stock Exchange
age, intruding into this paradise of using the double ring service. After
of Mew York
the ancient handicraft of fishing. a wedding lunch they left for a short
You see the antennae of radio sets. wedding trip and on their return will
STOCKS and BONDS
Then the story begins to unfold, reside in Rockland. Mrs. Keene was
of how Matinicus mixes past and dressed in a very pretty shade of
Publishers of the
blue silk and carried bride’s roses
present to its liking. There are eight
ar.d maiden hair fern. Her travel
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
radio sets on the island, and over
which is sent free lo
them this fishing community gets ing dress was also blue of a darker
U
investors upon request
■ daily its news of the world, picking shade, gray coat and hat to match.
Many nice presents were received
up Boston. Chicago. Schenectady,
consisting of silverware, cut glass,
10 STATE STREET BOSTON
Cuba, the far away Canal Zone and
a nice clock and money. Mrs. Keene
even London.
**
is a graduate of the St. George
But no one on the island is at all High School, class of 1918, also tak
excited about radio, as people on
ing a business course with Rockland
the mainland have been. The inter
Commercial college, and for live
est is restrained and sober, and sec
years .lias been employed at the
DRESSED CALVES
ond thought tells you that this is
Rockland National Bank. Mr. Keer.c
w’hat you should have expected is a son of City Clerk Keene and al
among men and women who liv *
so is employed at the Rockland Na
LIVE AND DRESSED
daiTy close by the heart of an end
tional Bank.
less and courageous struggle wltn
the*
grim
realities
of
the
Atlantic.
POULTRY
The only sign of rebellion on Ma
tinicus Island, however, is one due
EGGS, APPLES, ETC.
to this same touch of the machine
age, and w as produced by it., The
story centers around the radio set
in the only church on the island, and
PROMPT RETURNS
READ THE
the rebels are the young folks.

I CH*S. P. DOW & 60.1
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WOMEN

Church, but No Pastor

T.H. WHEELERCO.
A RELIABLE

COMMISSION HOUSE

Page Five

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 23, 1925.

For more than a century and a
half there was no church at all ou
Matinicus 'Island. The community
was small—it still is—and could not
maintain one. About 20 years ago,
however, a fine little church was
built. But Matinicus has no minis-

Household Pages
in the Daily and Sunday Globe.
For information about the
home, write to the Editor,
Hou3ihold Department. Boston

ROBIN HOOD’S MEMORY

QHAS. A. MARSHALL, of Portland, Me., who declares words
can’t half do justice to the remark
able health building powers of the
Karnak treatment.

The Deposed Railroad Line Qn<. of
Ihrough oherwood Forest

.

Principal Worries

Excites ire.

.t

Still another intense stomach suffereiX .to find amazing relief in the
sensational new medicine, Karnak,
which is being so highly prated
everywhere, is Mr. Charles A. Mar
shall, well known resident of 8 Paris
street, Portland. Me.
“Before I got Karnak my life was
simply made miserable by stomach
trouble,” says Mr. Marshall. “No mat
ter how careful I was in my eating
I would have attacks of indigestion
that would lay me out for a week at
a time.
“On tw’o occasions I had such
acute attacks I had to he carried
home in a ciib. The cramping pains
in my stomach were almost unbear
able. and I would bloat with gas until
my breathing was almost shut off.
and I was bothered terribly with con
stipation.
“I finally heard of Karnak and
•ted t iking it. and I could soon
i ' that it was just the medicine 1
had been searching for. Wiithin two
days’ time I could eat without becom
ing nauseated and without suffering
from bloating.
1 have taken tw’o
bottles now’ and am eating and di
gesting as hearty a meal as anyone.
I am no longer bothered with con
stipation. and ,1m taking on weight,
too. Karnak is such a remarkable
medicine that -words can’t half do it
justice.”
Karnak is sold in RockUnd exclu
sively by the Corner Drug Store; In
Thomaston by McDonald’s Rexall
Store; in Union by Gordon-Lovejoy
Co.; and by the leading druggist in
every city.—adv.

WALDOBORO
Mrs. Louise Bliss Miller has re
turned from the South and is at her
home on Church street.
Maynard H. Kuhn has sold out his
grocery business to A. G. Eugley of
Xobleboro who took possession Tues
day.
Stated meeting Wiwurna Chapter.
O. E. 8., Tuesday evening. April
A box social will be held at the close
of the meeting, the proceeds of which
will l>e used for Past Patrons’ and
Past Matrons’ night.
Mrs. C. B. Stahl went to Portland
Tuesday.
Nelson Thompson has gone ki Bos
ton. llrs. Thompson is visiting rel
atives in Kockland. •
Mr. and Mrs. 1. G. Reed and Mis.s
Bessie Reed reitimed Tuesday from
New York where tliey have spent
the winter.
Arthur Scott and' family of Bath
have been recent guests of Mr. an 1
Mrs. Fred Scott.
Miss Geneva Little of Freeport was
a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Ash
worth for the weekend and holiday.
Kev. W. R. Patterson is attending
the Methodist Conference at Augus
ta this week.
Mr. ami Mrs. Arthur Hatch are
moving into one of the apartments
in the Sanborn block.
The supper given lor the bpneli’
of the Athletic .Association in the
Odd Fellows Dining hall was well
patronized. About $27 was taken at
the door. A series of cnteiTalnmen s
are being planned by the High School
pupils for this worthy cause.
The following list of new books
have been added to the library this
week: ’’.fenny, the Joyous,” Corneili
Stratton Parker; “If Dreams Come
True," Alice Ross Colver; “The Di
vine Lady," E. Harrington; “Tiie
Great Courage,” J. o. Curwood,
’’Arrowsmith,” Sinclair Lewis; “Salwood of Sleepy Cat," Frank H.
Spearman.
The officers of Maine Lodge, K. of
P„ were elected for the ensuing year
Monday evening. They are; C. H.
Curtis, C. C,; Calvin Hoffses, V. C.;
Stacy Keizer, I’.; Walter Sprague,
M. of W.; H. E. Miller, K. of R. &
S.; Levi Parsons, M. of F.; Guy
Levensaler, M. of Ki: Herbert John
son, M. of A.; Charles Wallace, J. G.;
Elden Borneman, O. G.; Stacy
Keizer trustee. Lunch was served
at the close of the meeting. The
date for the installation will be an
nounced later.
A real treat lies in store for play
goers In the near future when the
thrilling drama in four acts “A Noble
Outcast" is presented by amateurs in
the Star Theatre. In looking over
the cast one sees the names of sever
al w-ho have already pleased local au
diences and the affair is sure to bo
largely patronised. Percy Moody
will be seen as Jerry, the Tramp, La
Forrest Mank as Col. Lee, the south
ern banker, Ivy Brackett as ihe un
scrupulous Janies Blackburn, John
Whitcomb as Blackburn’s rival. Jack
Worthington, Gladys Flint In the
part of Prance, who is the dispute-!
possession, Fredonia Brackett in the
soubrette role of Sadie. Mrs. M. I.
Palmer, who has charge of the play,
will lie seen in the dramatic part of
Mrs. Lee, wife of the Colonel. The
date of the play will be announced
next week.

HOPE
Every woman in Hope should He
interested in the meeting on "Foot
wear aud Good Posture" to be held

' If you have extensive past urage
and lack the neeosrcry help to milk
end care fur a dairy, why not raise
b 'f
tened ns eig'n!een-nionth-old beef, if
Beef cattle are much easier win as twelve-month-old beef they should
tered. hardier and le.;s su'. J et to ' get all they will cat every day of
ground corn. oats, linseed trnal or
disease.
prepared feeds.
Improvs Industry.
Water should he before them all the
Tf one-half of the dairy farmer:; of ' time and an open shed is enough prothe cast shifted to beef produciian tcc-.ion from tho weather for both
and the other half cut out tho boarder ,
g Br(]
st(lck
fa,,t hctlep
cows, the entire catt.e industry would Rains wH1 bp r
rted from cold houa.
be greatly improved and the surplus , j
{han f|.om warm harns
ml.k situation would be corrected the
Tl:e ;.l]vantnRe of beef production
fanners who are located away from 1|es jn ,il? fa(,.
ran bny
easy access to stations an.l milk and ;
s„„
„rpwn o„ ,h8
cream routes could dcvo.e tnc.r cn- | farnl js marj;cted when Rie steers go
tire time to agriculture and all would to slaughter.
r..
be more prosperous.
In these days of dire distress In the
As the matter ndw stands all farm- m'.lk industry. \v^ hear .all kinds of
ar.d milk producers cornh’ncd arc • tori??, theories .and remedies but It
) reducing mere milk than t'..e mar r, rr.a to in? that they, meaning the
ie: can handle.
producers, nre missing tiie meat of
As a result only favorably located the cocoa nut.
farms operated by progressive owners
/nd that is too much milk.
m. king high grade cows are making
They cannot go on producing milk
liu ney.
in excess of the market’s ability to
'i h« others are marking time and consume it without going busted Of
Standing in the way of a profit to all at least the major portion of them,
xnhk producers.
Here,
think, is the real remedy*
V»'e d«* not advise making a too I
.
radical jump Into the production of |
,s "cmeay.
fceef. The change should be gradual 1 Beef Is being marketed nt an
as it requires quite a bit of careful ; earlier period
of
development
ery year, la the old* daj'3 before
thought and study.

Nottingham is reported indignant
al file proposal to run a coal-carrying railroad line through Sh«?r\voo,l
Forest, home of Robin Hood. Little
John and Maid Malian.
“The local protests arise not oniy
from respect for a famous legend
hut because of the abiding beauty ol
the considerable portions of the forest which remain.” says a bulletin
from the Washington, I). C. beadquarters of the National Geographic
Society.
“One enthusiast calls the woodlands of Kirklands and Kilhalgh, near
the route of the projected railway,
the Ilncst, not merely in Flierwouil,
but In
|-11giall,i.

|
[
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is watching over the health of
her children.
Is your youngster restless? Are
there slgn3 of worms? You
know the symptoms: pale face,
coated tongue, dull eyes, itch
ing of the nose, constipation.

Dr.Trues Elixir
will relieve these conditions
and has the effect of bringing
back your child to renewed
health and spirits.
Its pleasant taste and its
soothing, clearing and cleans
ing properties make it espe
cially effective as

Towns and Estates Grew Up
The True Fa mily Laxaf ive
“The early Sherwood Forest was
and worm expeller
i bounded, roughly, by the towns of
Family size SI.20; other sizes
Nottingham, (’hesterticld, Worksop
69c and 43c.
and Newark. It never w is an un
broken woodland, it included pas
tures. heaths, and even barren tracts
with here and there a densely wood
ed grove. Its original area—some 25
miles long by 10 miles wide—already
I b.iwni tli; at News!call Abbey is
is cut through by railroads, and in
B>roa':- i ,nm, ke;c ver; nearly as
side these older limits today are
lie left it. The traveler who sloos at
towns and one cluster of beautiful es
Manslie’d may put up at an excel
tates known as the ‘Dukeries.’
lent Inn and to go to his room lie
“Nottingham, on the southern hormust climb an oak stairway three
I der of the old forest limits, is a tiiiivJ ing city of nearly 300,000 people. H centuries old.
j is famous for the strength of its ale Brought Home Small-pox Preventive
I and the beauty of its women; for the
‘Thoresby was the lm'ine of L aly
size of its extensive market place, the i Mary Montagu, witty correspondent
mystery of Its eaves, the annals of and travel writer, who is eredi ed
its rock-planted castle, nnd the fes- | wilh bringing back from Turkey
tlvities of its Goose Fair.
method of
innoculatiun against
“While the castle rock stands, the small-pox.
inhabitants will tell you, their city j “Eut Thpresby’s most famous story
I
will endure. The geologist hopes bet is that of the Duchess of Kingston.
ter than that for the city, for the After a secret marriage, at which tiie
rocks of the vicinity are sandstone, a parson read the service by the light
fact which accounts for the preva of a taper in tiie ‘best man’s’ hat. ar. l
lence of caves. At Papplewick ls the the birth of a child. Elizabeth Chudvery cave where Robin Hood and his leigh ami her first husband separated.
She sought a reconciliation when it
merry hand took shelter.
loolced us if L<ird Bristol was about
Built By The First William
to die and leave her long-neglected
“The original Nottingham castle
was built hy William tiie Conqueror. husband that title.
“After she had arranged a foiged
Its grimmest memory is ihe hanging
registry of her marriage I.old Bristol
ftendsome and
A bciraer and
of
2X
Welsh
boys,
whose
bodies
were
:
When the boarder
set her plans awry hy recovering.
entirety poss:b!s ttrfltt
continual lass
cow is not u boarder
suspended over Hie walls so the town '
Tins production of prims bscf ic-.Bay bed to keep them until four or might $ee. hy order of King John In the meantime she had scandalized
Quires liberal feeding, sk.nipy feedora i five years eld to ba r al good beef, The boVs had been placed there as the county by various escapades—in
cluding her appearance in an ex
w.'l not make a success of it.
| The city ai>arlnicnt dweller Is now
hostages for (he good behavior of !
To procluca beef at a profit you can- I calling for email steak:; an J roasts and
tremely decollettc gown at a masked
their fathers. When the parents re
rot buy steers In the west and grain
jean.ng produced from well-bred belled there was no recourse, in those hall Gossip associated her name
In the west, pay freight on both and I - to^k l'.pen up a id produce tho size
with the Duke of Kingston and she
txpect to compete
compe with western beef, and Quality (lcc|red. Jlolng one step times of direct action, but to execute confirmed the’rumors when she was
further, wc all itr.ow that the younger their sons.
Must Understand Plan.
you grow an animal, the cheaper you
“To this day visitors are shown ' installed as hostess of the merry en
tertainments at Kingston House.
‘Mortimer’s Hole,’ a passage through
You must understand that dairy make the gains.
Can you imagine anything finer which young King Edward HI gained Like tiie Hlustrous Lady Hamilton
Steers do not make a good beef,
neith'r can you make good beef out than stcak3 and roasts from 8 to 10 entrance and surprised his mother. she then began to dream of marriage,
of worn out dairy cows, nor can steers months of age calves still getting milk Queen Isabella, in company Witli her and she persuaded her husband to
be produced in the east and fed on front their mothers and all the grain
divorce her until lie learned such a
lover, Roger Mortimer. The Queenwestern corn at a profit. Good beef they can eat.
procedure would mean his assump*
mother's
plea,
‘
Fair
ifcSon,
have
pity
'
eteers should be produced on eastern'
Now is not beef the answer to th,
tion of his wife's heavy debts.
on the gentle Mortimer,’ you will re
land, fed home grown grains, and by d milk condition of the east?
‘'Nothing
daunted.
Elizabeth
products and marketed when fit fori j;;;] t;,3 -p. E. cows anJ turn ,h, call, had no effect, and after a sojurn
brought a suit accusing her husband
the best pr:ce on the local market, j boarder cows to raising beef calves
in the London tower the ‘Gentle Mor
of falsely proclaiming his marriage
Tke Buffalo market pays the best i by breeding them to good type beef
timer’ was tied to a horse’s tail and
to her, she was duly declared a
price for S.OO-lb. year-old steers. Bos bull nnd market the calves nt ten
dragged to the Tyburn gallows.
‘spinster,’ and London gasped when
ton wants largo two-year-old steers months of r.ge nnd thero will be no
“
Nottingham
history
t
spans
the
well fatted, and New York city re more milk surplus.
she married the Duke of Kingston.
centuries
from
the
period
when
th*quires well-fatted heavy beef which (Copyright, 1921, by riiilip R. Turk).
“Five year.-; later her husband died,
Danes
fought
the
Saxons
for
a
foot

must arrive alive for the Jewish
but the Earl of Bristol Inconveniently
hold
on
the
Trent,
down
through
trade.
( J)
<
the meeting of parliaments there in died about (he same time, embar
You must study local conditions and
the 14th century, the raising of the rassing the Duchess.of Kingston with
enter to tha market that pays the
the added title of the Countiss of
best price.
standard of (’harles I in 1642, and the
Remember that the younger a pound
dismantling of the Castle by Crom Bristol.
“The courts being faced with this
of beef is gained, the cheaper you
well’s troops two years later.
dilemma, commanded the lady's ar
can make it.
Makes Stockings and Lace
rest on a charge ol’ bigamy. The
The day cf the four and five-year“Then the strife shifted from feudal ] Countess attested that the registry
eld steer is past, and the twelve to
to industrial struggles- For its pros of her first marriage was bogus,
eighteen months age beef now has the
call and that is Ino cliea_pest beef to
perity today Nottingham thanks not which was true, but witnesses turned
produce.
kings, or generals, or armies, but , up to swear that though the regis
The breeding herd of beef cows
Richard Arkwright for setting up try was false the marriage actually
Should receive iittla or no grain in
there, in 1769, the first spinning hud occurred.
addition to well-matured corn silage
frame, and John Heathcoast, who. ' “‘Fair enough,’ plead Elizabeth, in
and leguminous hay during the winter
forty years later, opened a new <ra . effect, ‘If the honorable court adjudgmonths.
'- 'VO* we, Vs
.
aj
’ in lace manufacture by his machine cs I am a countess, 1 am, But as a
t
Spring Calving.
1 for making bobbin net. Today Not Countess I am Immune from brand
The calves should be dropped In
tingham is famous for its hosiery and ing in the hand.’ The bewildered
the spring, run with their dams uni lace.
jurors
discharged the
Duchessthe better bred cattle came into ex
“Nottinghnr.i’u market place, with Countess, who went to St. Petersburg
istence, a beef animal would not get
fat as a yearling- and they thought
its 5Va acres, is reputed to he the where she became the boon coinpan‘ largest in England. On one side the j ion of the Empress Catherine. If tiie
j second stories of the shops project ' reminiscences of this pair had been
FOR FORESTRY WEEK
1 April 27. L. If. Stevens. Washing
-over the sidewalks- >». market day:; ; recorded the memoirs thereof would
ton at 1.S0; April 29, R. J. Condon.
booths spring up all over the open I |,e racy reading’.
Knox-Lincoln Farm Bureau Is Mak Friendship, at 9.00 and Bert Murphy,
square. The size of the market place [ “Small wonder that Elizabeth now
ing Extensive Plans—The Meet Friendship, at 1.30: April 30. Ches
is a measure of Nottingham’s early is known neither as the Duchess of
ter Coombs, Bristol, at 9.00; May 1,
ings.
Harold Haggett, North Edgecomb, at trade prosperity. Fairs were boons Kingston or the Countess of Bristol,
in medieval England and when Ed- To the folk of Nottinghamshire she is
President Coolidge has recently is 9.00; Walker Bros., Aina, at 1.30 and ward I granted Nottingham an 8- j the‘Duchess Robin Hood.'”
sued a proclamation that the week of May 2. T. N. Ayer, Aina, at 9.00. Ev day fair concession, the townspeople
April 27 to May 3 be designated as eryone interested in forestry work or had the thrills of an American town
America^ Forestry Week. The coun having $ny waste land should plan j which lands a big new factory. Anne
try is using up its timber four times to attend some of these demonstra bestowed two more fairs upon Notas fast as it is growing. This rat ? tions.
i tingham, and its fortune was made.
of drain is not likely to decrease. In
Today the Goose Fair survives, a
fact economic studies point to ’he
The head of
coal firm, irritated fa||,t echo of the original fair which
conclusion that although our per beyond endurance at a driver’s blun was serious business now a very
Insist on Having
capita consumption is declining, our ders. discharged him and told him raucous and noisy carnival for which
wood requirements will increase from never to come back to the linn for normal business suspends.
year to year with the increase in a recommendation.
“Romance seems to grow on the
population. Forestry work was add
tre<sof fcherwood. Near Mansfield is
“You are so confounded thick the Lome of Byron’s first love. Mary
ed to the Extension work in KnoxLincoln county last year an$l about headed you can’t learn anything,”
t
8,000 pine and spruce were set out on said the manager.
waste land.
“Begorra,” said the Irishman. “I’ve
This year under the direction of learned one thing since I’ve been wid
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
County Agent Wentworth six plant
ye.”
105 PLEASANT STREET
ing demonstrations have been ar
“What is that?” asked the manager.
ranged. These demonstrations will
PLUMBING,
HEATING
“I’ve learned,” answered the Irish
he held during Forestry Week, Apr’J
AT YOUR DEALERS
TEL. 244-W
27 to May 3, the places, and time as man, “that siventeen hundred make a
117tt
follows:
ton.”

FOR REST
AND COMFORT

j\Ys

Beds
Springs, Mattresses

It’s the BEST there is—ana in a new WHITE package

tea

MB,

fiEEs,-,-

Suf*1 ba
TEAS
FANCY FORMOSA OOLONG
There’s no finer brew anywhere than a steaming
cup of Superba Fancy Formosa Oolong. It has body
and flavor, yet is not too strong or herby in taste. It’s
the very finest of all Oolong Teas. Ask your Grocer for
the new WHITE package. The price is 40 cents per hot/ found.
Medium Grade in RED Package at 30 cents per half pound.

THOMASTON

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 23, 1925.

Page Six

The Store Where You Save Money

Eggs and Chicks

In Everybody’s Column
vi", r'i'i 'rintH In till, column not tn i\1 feed three lines Inserted nn.e for 2", rents,
.
,...
i eeots.
Additional lilt. . 3
jients Ut.'i for one time, I- mil to tor three

Mrs. Emma Burton and Miss Kittie Harrington have gone to Boston
lo
'
f-l* no 4s l:i..
:t ;______
to work for the Modern Pants Com
pany. This company removed' from
Lost and Found
Jtockland to Boston some months
LOST—i
n
and white rhaKago.
W,
J
CASH GROCERY
41 OCEAN STREET
ROCKLAND
py kitten, gone since Saturday
Pleaae noMiss Fannie Hahn who has a po
tif VKS. H. A STANLEY, S Shaw Ave
48-50
We notice that prices on Meats and New Bulk Roiled Oats, 4 lbs.......... 23c'
sition as puhltic school teacher in
TELEPHONE AND MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED
Finder
LOST—Fountain pen (Conklin).
M Jden. Mass., is spending a week Croceries are considerably higher Quaker cr Armour Rolled Oats,
47- V.)
« a l KNIGHT BHDS. MARKET
FOR SALE—DAY Old) ltAKltld' I'L'.
CASH PRICES FOR FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND MONDAY
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ro since we got burned cut. However,! three minute, large pkg.............. 2’c
SIOI Tll ROCK thinks after Ma' 1st. II
LOST— in I ngllsh -Beagh ,« fe naie. bl I K
wo name a few articles below to Mothers’ Oats, large pkg. aluminum l
land Hahn.
mining out every wrtjk.
HAWES BlltlS . v.dii: > lt d t ■. Answers to nar.it of "Ai'i47*1 •
TELEPHONES 316 AND 317
I'nion, Maine
Miss Edith Wilson who occupies a j show you how we can save you money j ptfze inside ...................................... 31c ,
Pad ’ feet of chain tl I to her
P.eby
trading
with
us.
'Kellogg
’
s
Corn
Flakes
.................
10c,
I’el.
No.
177-21
F.
L
p» eminent position ia the Malden, i
EABY CHICKS S (
It 1 BEDS f n • . <J.
_____
Cream
Wher.t,
1
pkg
........................
25c'
•
;
l.vs’v.v laying strain.
April, 22.- corh, Mav PER v ‘ “ ■■■ en, Box 204
Mass., educational department, is
I
;;•.(!
.li
ne
,2<i.
■
Hatching
eggs
$.s
per
I
’
HEAVY
WESTERN
STEER
BEEF
Catena,
pkg
.....................
J
............
23c
14
pounds
Fine
Granulated
Sugar
$1.00
Grape
Fruit,
3
for
.................
1
.............
25c
spending a week with her sister. Miss ‘
LOST— i\3L tire on rim let ween Roei.
I BERTHA TEAGl’K, Warren, Me.
"
Top Round Steak, lb........... 30c, 35c Shredded Wheat, pkq...................... 11c'
W. H. GLttVl ’t CO
land and South Hop.
Horter.se Wilson.
15 pounds Brown Sugar................. $1.00 Lemons, 6 for........................................... 25c
49 11
1 ”d?C0Y DUCKS AND EGGS for liatclii . .
Kock’ai
Bottom Round Steak, lb.......... 23c. 23e Fruit Nut Cereal*, pkg................... 17c.
Karl Stetson and family are
.1 M BAKTLfTT. South Tl:..:, a<’ •!>. 3.1.
Bost Cut Rump Steak, lb.
40c. 45c Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour, pkg. 15c'
Best
All
Round
L
i:ur,
bag
............
$1.40
Oranges,
dozen
.........................................
40c
387-4.
_________________________________
•i
S-ff
cup.ving the upper tcnenir.it *•'
Wanted
' j Boneless Sirloin Steak, lb..... 35c. 40c Ketlogj's Bran
22c
Joseph Henry Jacobs house
'A I Best Cut Porterhouse Steak 49c.45c j Kt||ogg-S Krumbles . ..
12c
'
BABY CHIX—WG n s S (
K. is r.
i
on
free
r'ange,
trap
nested
and
bred
for
type
WZJ47FD
—
An
! • i ; ‘
.
Mince
Meat,
2
pounds
....................
owned
by Herbert Kirkpatrick
25- Maine Maid Pie Ci ust, pkg................... 25c
.......
>
i Boneless Pet Roasts, lb......... 20c,25c ; Kellogg’s Bran Flakes ....................... 10c
An Iron i oind bucket.
and color
State accredited for white diart
luu l Wilson was at (Tome w the , Boneless Rump Pot Roasts, lb...... 23c • QuaU’? MilU Macaroni, three 1-lb. I
A
mii.s-c.
rd
1»
, Inca.
Price May 22 cents eae't. June 2'i
holiday.
| Chuck React, lb............. 12c, 15c, 18c
cents each, postpaid
Safe arrival guaran
Ti hang In my wall
Marshmallows, pound........................ . 35c Home Made Doughnuts, dozen .... 35c
pkgs. for .......................................... 35c
Anglers Farm,
Vn! »n
I RN1 'T
tied.
F II WYLLIE. Thomaston. M- . Kt. et
Among other articles wnten you . Five Rib Roast, lb............... 17c 20c Minute Tapioca. 2 pkgs................. 25c'
Quait Bottles Olives, each......... ..
50c
1 Tel
...........
oh 79 I . WH. Eu. klnnd. Me
!'• "
will find at the Baptist rummage sale Esst Loin Roast, lb............... 30c, 35c Three Crow Cream Tartar, lb. pkg 35c
Potatoes, peck .... 18c; bushel . .. . 70c
WANTED—1.< el man wl'li car for l»erin the Levensaler block on Fridav | Lean Stew Beef, lb.. 15c: 2 lbs. 25c Three Crew Seda, five 1-lb. pkgs. 25c
BABY CHICKS
nt P'cl’iun.
Salary to start. $18 p-"
are an art square and several article- Boneless Top Rolls' for roasting 19c Three Crow Spices, any kind, 1/4 lb. ;
New Onions, 3 pounds...................... . 25c Smoked Shoulders, pound......... ......... 20c
Pure bred, inspected and culled
week and expenses. Write qualifications ;o
Lean Hamburg, 2 lbs....................... 25c
49 11
of men’s apparel.
Varieties
21
i<»
1
n
0
POX H, Rockland
pkg., 3 fcr .......................................... 35c
Fresh Eggs, dozen........................ ......... 38c
Rhode Island Reds ....$4 71 S 71
Russell Davis has returned from Fores of Lamb, lb............................. 29c Hand Picked Calif. Beans,
WANTED
—
Ee.ii.
•
In
Roiktaii
l
ami
Tln. eqt. 22c j
Barrvil
Rucks
................
4
111
K.lil
Hi
.
Fores of Lamb, pound...................... . 20c Water Glass, can.......................... ......... 20c
Corned Beef, lb.......... 8c. 10c, 12c, 15c Michigan Pea Beans, 2 quarts . 35c
Portland.
esten dishing to convert spare hour; in’»
Wii “Tb n B’ff L’gh’ns l.mi
*7 a
ill.,
dollars
are
invited
to
correrpovid
with
adServices at t’he Baptist, church Chuck Corned, all Jean meat, lb. 12c Yellow Eye Beans, quart ............... 18c
White Wyandotes
.... I.irn 9.1 >
!>•«»•
Get catalog.
Prices on KU and 1.000 ln‘s. d ess below, where full Information will ba
Sunday will he morning sermon text Shoulder Clods Corned, all lean
Peck .............................................. $1.40
Spinach, peck.................................. .. . . 20c Gem Nut Butterine, pound
riven.
Work
Is
pleasant,
easy
and
extreme

postpaid
Consult us before ordering else
meat, no bone, no waste, lb...... 18c Green Dried Peas ............................. 2Cc
“Is Your Head on Straight?” and in
ly r; n!'.inerative
No.experh on- or special
where.
‘
raining
required.
Address
MRS.
K
$.
?.SHthe evening the monthly illustrated Brisket Corned, boned, rolled, lb. 18c Tea and Coffee, full lines are coming
Turnips, peck. . . . 25c'; bushel . .. . 90c Fancy Creamery Butter, pound .
H II STOVER & CO .
ROFT. General Delivery, KocldanJ. Me.
1169 Forest Ave , Portland
mas.donary lecture “Enlightened Wo Tripe, 3 lbs. ...................................... 25c
I••11.
in a few days at Lowest Market
*
31-G'l
Native Liver, 2 lbs............................. 25c
men in Dark Lands.”
Prices
WANTED
—
-Middle ;«l ’■ .-n to c’ecu
21c
Pea
Beans,
quait
....................................
18c
Pure Lard, pound
Richard and Frank Elliot have re D,x"> Bacon, pkg. lb........................... 34c Waneta Cocoa. 1 lb. pkg.................. 15c
12 HIGH STRih T
-I ,»1I_^
turn ed from Xew York.
Summer Cottages and Board
D.x.e Baccn. machine sliced. lb.
38; Gilbert's Cocoa. 2 lo. pkg.
J5c
.............. 20c
Compound Lard, pound....................?17c Yellow Eye Beans, quart
The W.C.T.F. will meet with Mrs. Smoked Ham, whole or half, lb. 28c ! Bu,k Cocoa, 3 lbs.......................... 25c
IF YOU have a cottage to i-t or <k i’e MRS MARY I I g.KFTT, 7.1 Broad S:. Tc'..
25c Kidney Beans, quart................. ........... 20c
Susan St rout Friday afternoon.
Salt Pork, pound . . .
U f
Sliced to fry, lb............................... 33c, Mix#d Ca-idy, Asserted Kisses and
summer boarders, advertise the fact In this GGR-M
Good Will Grange will have a Best Ham Butts and Ends, lb. 10c, 15c I Assorted Chocolate Bon Bor.s lb. 3Ce
paper where thousands will
1,1
WANTED—FiJ’cr Bru. h Co., h; . open
cooked food sale at the A. & P store Swifts Premium Skinned Ham,
ing for two men with cars to work under
SUMMER COTTAGE—All fi i, Raisins, Seeded, pkg................................ 10c Matches, 6 boxes
Unceda Biscuits and all National,
.............. .............. .35c
new sa’a”y and commission plan. Spi-ial rewhole, lb..........35c; half, lb............ 33c
Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
cated on the banks of the tie n,: . Ri.
pkg. Cookies ..................................... 5c
doc
’ion on prices of bru lies and all gool3
3
packager.
.....................................
I
.
■l
. 25c Cream Tai tar, % lb. pkgs..................... 10c
Sliced to fry, lb............................... 50c Nabisccs and all other Sugar Wafers
Mr. anl Mrs. Whitley and Mias
delive.id h.\ truck. For inb'rvhw or demWarren
4*.»*lt
Rose Merrifield left by auto Tuesday A1 Smoked Shoulde^, 6 to 8 lbs. 20c
c.nstraii
write C G. WEED, 77 Wa dihigThree
Minute
Rolled
Oats,
pkg.
.
• 25c . . 1 pound packages............................... 35c
pkft. .................................................... 9c
FOR SALE—House
Atlantic, (Swan's ton ;.tri.\ Cir.iden Jfaine
4S*.10
for Dorchester, Mass., after spending Perk Roast, lb....................................... 25c A full line of National Cookies at
Island. 6 rooms, oak finish, w< il built ; . i/.iU.i
WANTFD—T,\ . gfrl ’ - .
'I ' a; , Heavy Fat Salt Perk, lb............... 24c
a week with Mrs. Hattie Kelley.
Lcwest Prices
location close by shore
Garage and out
H BFCIRY,
Splendid Brand Coffee, pound . .
Miss Rosa Teel who has been Fork Chops, lb.................................... 27c Jones’ Soda Bread, Pilot, Oyster,
. 45c Dates, 2 pounds................. ..................... * 25c
buildings, water in house.
Acre and half
_ H-tf
of land.
Fine place for summer hon,. .
At Thorrdike Hotil
spending some months at her home Very Lean Pork Rcast, lb........... 30c
and Common, lb............................ 15c
(Fresh
Ground)
bargain.
Addros
PR
I.
B.
tiAUE.
A;
_______________________________________
!
Figs,
pound
...............................................
28c
•
in St. George has returned atad Veiy Lean Perk Chops, lb............... 33c
3 lb. pkgs......................................... 40c
I.in' . . U
'■
.••mall family.
Plea-e state wages in first
opened the Mary J. Watts house.
Swift's Pure Lard, lb. ...................... 21c Purity Salt. 2 lb. box—good as Ivcry
Prunes, 2 pound#..................................... 25c Swieback, 2 pkgs........................................ 25c
Add,, s W B. W. care TH. COlFDR SALE—Camp all furni liel near Lily tetter
IVrtatoes are on the rise.
Swift's Pure Compound Lard .... 17u
IS■10
Salt, 3 pkgs...................................... 25c
Bond.
Could have use ot laud for gard-r:, RIER-GAZETT'’. Rockland. .Maine.
Harold Gleason, who has been su Swift’s Pure Lard and Compound in 2! 2 lb. Bag Salt, 2 bags ............... 15c
If wanted.
FRED C. ROBINSON, I’nioh
WANTED—< ir. of chb.irtn 1 . e\p,
Jelly Monge, package................................. 5c
Oolong Tea, pound.................35c
St., Rockport.
43-7 » (■ii ed woman for the summer. Near tho
perintendent of the J. B. Pearson Co.
tubs and pails are cheaper
1^!b. Bog Sa t
......................... 21c
Good reference. Address
factory for several years, has been Frankforts, lb............... 18c and 22c Fanhcy Whole Head Rice, lb........ 10c
TO LET— For the summer season, six rpxiin shore n.efi-rrcd.
4S*7ft
cottage, all furnished at Chlckawaukie Cake, B M 11 Box S2, Waldoboro, Me
promoted to a position in the Boston Pressed and Minced Ham lb....... 25c Sweet Mixed Pickles, lb................. 30c
Mu i Ian I.
MRS JOHN RANLETP. Ro
V/ANTED—Young m?;i to barn the drug
Fruit Salad, can......................................... 30c Cocoa, 3 pounds....................................... 25c
office. Mr. Gleason went to Boston
5 lbs_ $1.10 Larg^ Bottle Tomato Ketchup .... 19c
ville. Me
Tel 312-14
42 ‘ husiner.s. Good pay to tin* ’ight man
In
Wednesday night.
Best Creamery Butter . .. 48c and 53c Stuffed Spanish Olives, large bot
Canned Corn, Peas, Tomatoes, can . . 18c------------------------------------------------------------SUMMER BOARDERS A. ■ omm•»: -s G»r quire a’ KITTREDGE PHAR.M.V Y.
Edward O’Brien, rural carrier who Best Creamery Tub Butter, lb. . . 4/c
tie ............................................... .7..... 35c
eight,
line
shore
privilege
in
Cush
hi;,
3 cans................................................... 50c,Bananas, 2 pounds.................................. 25c
has been off his route fhr several Swift’s Jam Nut Butter, lb......... 27c
M line.
Address I.MERY B HART. 1
Small bottle ...................................... 15c
WANTED—S! op a.’ Pts to - 1 H ind Snap
ton, Me
4<> if in large ..r,
months, is again serving.
TH 1 CONN. TK I T CAN
Campbell’s Tomato Soup, 3 cans . . 25c Sunbrite Cleaner, 3 cans.................r. 10c
Nut Butter, lb.......25c; 5 lbs.* .$1.15 Toilet Paper, 7 rolls for ................. 25c
(
O
. Barlford, Conh
4S-.10
Leslie Clark and family who have I Full Cream Cheese, lb....................... 35c Toilet Paper, 3 flat pkgs. ............. 25:
FOR SALE—Ch n Heights, :h - b» a itit!.
77
7777
7
77"
I
Laundry
Soap,
7
bars
...........................
25c
an
Ideal
resort
for
a
summer
home
or
sum
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
WANTED
."1 snc^fid band chairs
Must
3 lbs. for .................................... $1.03
rinnan Haddies, pound......................... 15c -------------------- c---------------------------------------mer b, aiding house, located tu v. .«:i lb -1
h? in good condition and nasowably priced.
(’lark, ret timed to Portland Wednes Strictly Fresh Eggs, dozen ............ 35c
Fu'l line of all kinds of Soaps are
land a,id Camden within 3-minutes of trob-.'
App
’
?
L
’
NCOLN
liFNDE'RSON,
G7
Canid
n
day.
New Alewives, 3 for............................. 25c | Parsnips and Carrots, 3 lbs.................... 25c
cars cn fine Slate road
There is a good Street. K ‘kland.
Water Glass, large can ...... ......... 18c coming in a few days at the lowest
T< I. 165 M _______ 47-49
2story house of 20 rooms and eapa '.v for
Earl F. Woodcock has moved into Peanut Butter, 1 lbs. can 25c and 3Cc market prices.
Sauer Kraut, 3 pounds......................... 25c! Eeets, 6 pounds......................................... 25c
V/' "Tr D—f
line
five more, built in strict compliance wi ll tlie
his recently purchased house on Hy- 5 lb. pail Preserves ........................ 85c All kinds cf Stove Blacking, large
FRAdsiv BLACKINCdesires of a -practical sea captain
There ! • in fair . nidi •
ler street.
s
ie
.........
12c;
small
size
...........
7c
T9N,
P.
D.
Bo
Rockp
Me
47 tf
Is
also
a
PO-aere
farm
containing
orciiai
i,
Apple Jelly, large glass .................. 15c
Mis. Maria E. Montgomery, widow Log Cabin Syrup, medium can .... 30c 2 in 1 Shoe Blacking, all colors .... 10c
limber and field, a big barn, c.Ctle shed,
ALL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT ATTENTION
WANTED—T.vp«writing tn do at home.
store and hen houses, etc
As large or a . Sati.dacti m guarantceil.
of Louis Montgomery of Warren, died New Seeded Raisins, pkg. ............ 10c
3 for .................................................. 25c1
Prie s r. .isnnabbi.
.small, a part of this acreage as desired v 1 Communicate witli E. H., Box Ib'a, Warren,
at the home of her son Thomas Long New Seedless Raisins, bulk, lb...... 11c Shopping Bags, while they last .. 5c i
be sold, witli a right of way to tlie li autiful
Tuesday aged 79 years. Mi's. Mont Seeded Raisins, last year’s ......... 8c , Brooms
FREE DELIVERY IN OWL’S HEAD WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
Chlckawaukie Lake nearby. * Apni\ f-«r the
........................ 35c
"WANTED—LADY TO SELL Dir.?:"to cor.exceedingly reasonable selling price rnl terms
gomery was a native of St. George, New Dates, bulk, 2 lbs...................... 25= Extra Fancy Brooms ..................... 65c j
Sport dresses and silk underwear.
to L.
DINNER. Real Estate Agents, 2 ! sumer.
daughter of the late Samuel liar: Swc-t Pru-I"- 3'=. Ids
2^i
Copper
N
;
ckle
Plated
Tea
Kettlel$1.
25,
Good pay b.’ part or who e
North Main Street. Lockland
47 • ' J No (rtivcs ing.
K Mert7’prJnes 2 Ibs/ Z . 2^ | Clothes Fin.. 2dozen pkg..................... 8cI
CUT PRICES ON EVERYTHING SALE DAYS
stud Hannah Speed Hart. The fu
j time workers
Write A. M. B., CourierCaz.Bc
for
appointment.
47*49
neral will he held at the residence of New Walnuts, lb.
30c; 3 lbs. 85c
4 Pk9s....................... 25c
Miscellaneous
Mrs. Long on High street Sunday at Castanas and Mixed Nuts, lb....... 25c 2
WANTED—At all times Shat v eats aud
Aluminum Bo.ler ................. 89c
AT HASKELL’S
kir ns.
High ,, prb-es paid
TEL 312-14.
2 o’clock.
Baker's Chocolate, half lb. pkg. 18c
WlH handle a full line cf Fresh
DRESSMAKING—All tyj. • ,
,i .
JOHN S RANLETT. R . k.dic. Me.
42 f
Fred Thomson is coming again in Royal Baking Powder, large can 45c ' ^'sn at Lowest Market Prices.
ing
done--alterations
made--r..
•
Mi.S. RALPH M TARDIFF. 17 Li>..
the Friday night pictures in Watts
Ths above is only a part of our!
Medium Can
............................. 23c
Rockland
C''1 .1
HOG - . Myrtle St
40 tf
Hall. This time in the hazardous, 5 lb. Can Davis Baking Powder 90c Bargains, as our stock will be too
WANTED—Will an pr: hi- having if: lli» ir
•Chester Bailey has moved hts rc”lr«. Man,” chapter six; feaventure-some “Silent' Stranger” who
TENT—'i‘j\12 fe*.:. 10 oz. due’,. « <u‘ipb
14 oz. can .................. ........................ 22c large to mention. We carry every
CAMDEN
pu
;<m p'n ces of Un inside linl.-li of the
with poles and ropes
Practically
ue
pair shop and is doing business in j ture “Riders Vp;” “Mind the Baoy,
turned the little Western town prac Virginia Dare Extracts, any flavor
thing in first quality. All new goods
ion—-mouldli
• rs
Price $11 ERNEST L. STARRI.TT. Watr. . I
trie
' omedy lean .ng
tically upside down and created more
At the Sophomore Declamation the building formerly occupii Lkv
just arrived and some more are on
one bottle to a customer, fcr
4,.;j e*r , or any other details oY finish kindlv
Tai.
”
\
re
c
eti'
nir.ii
ate
ui.h
til-*
Si
’
EKETAKY
GENbig
show
on
excitement than a tornado.
The
the way and will arrive in a day or Monday evening the first prize for Farmers’ Union. The Union is in
k:tchen use only (not for bev
MIXED DAHLIA BULBS $1 dozen, $7 a '
( llABTi U. D A IL. T i . u.iston. Me.
comedy ie-el is the Spat Family in
erage ................................................. 29c two. We guarantee satisfaction or girls went1 to Edwina Conley and the stalled at t’he old Episcopal churcn serf ?n.—-auv.
hundred, $1<» a thousand
Separate colors, i II Is desired to examine these details with
“The Great Outdoors.”
second to Genevieve Jones;
the which they previously purchased fo
from 21cents to $2.10 each. C. M THOM AU. \ 1 a to tiie ir chltect’s , xa>a reproduction of
Universal Vanilla, 4 oz. bottle .... 25c money back.
48-10
| tin i In he proposed Knox Memorial 40tf
Maverick Sq. Tel. 221.M.
Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Leonard enter
first for buys to Charles Dwinal an*l ’ use as i storeiiou.se.
NORTH HOPE
8 oz. bottle .................................... 35c
The above is only a part of our I the secor. 1 to Michael Arico.
Mrs. Forrest Burkett is er’crii’?
tained Monday evening at their Jell-O, any flavor, pkg.................... 10c
TRUCKING.
MOVING AND ERRANDS]
—Row bunt or yacht tender 9 to
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wentworth done promptly. G i an\\\^ re C. () IIAR- 12 WANTED
teel
Mi
bv first cl.i: ; condition and
home on Erin street about 20 of Good Luck Lemon Pie Filling .... 11c Bargains as our stock is tco large to : The Pulitzer yacht “Discoverer” is Knox Hospital for an opera ti m l'ur
of
North
App!»4on
,d
son
Maurice,
ADEN.
Tel.
116
M
or
62'
J.
l-tf
chci;».
JOHN
<» STEVENS, LurjMe Furnlmention
everythina.
We
carry
everyI
their friends of Thomaston. Rock Dunham’s Cocoanut, pkg................. 15c
! at Camden being overhauled and put appendicitis.
■ ire I’ >.. R <kland.
22*tf
arevisiting
her
parents.
Mr.
and
thing
in
first
quality.
We
guarantee
MACHINE
HEMSTITCHING,
pi-a
«-<ig,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Robitrson mo
land. Waldoboro and Boston, pro Baker’s Cocoanut, 2 pkgs............... 25c
in readiness for the coming season.
PHYLLIS TDL I
Mrs. W. E. Hall, and incidentally covered buttons, plaiting
tored
from
Danville,
HL,
and
su*
gressive whist being the feature of Sweet Large Calif. Oranges, doz. 48c satisfaction or money back.
C. Wilkes Babb has been sick for
For Sale
MAN MGRSE. 319 Mah: St. Tel. <.S M
guests of Mrs. C. E. Rokes far ; helping mother clean house, paint
With all the bargains—a reasonable a few days with the grippe.
the evening.
*
l-!f
Medium size, dozen ...................... 30c
and paper. They all made a shopFOR SALE— 7-roon house ( ii (Een sfre t
montih.
Mrs. Maria E. Montgomery died Large Grapefruit, 3 fcr .................. 25c order—we will deliver free in the city
LADIES Reliable slock if hair good:; at with
Inquire
•ab’c and oil cr b INE-ags.
Monday night the National Guard
Mrs. John Curtis has arrived home ;kng trip to Rockland Friday—“Liz tlie Rockland Hair Store, 83 » Main St
Tuesday afternoon after a short ill Lemons, dozen .................................... 45c limits.
Mail on tlie arniUes
E
•2 GLEN
received their call to assemble for for the summer season and will open zie’s" first trip this spring. x
orders solicited.
HELEN . RHODES
STRLI T. Rock and.
4' *11
ness at the home of her son, T. O. Florida Sweet Oranges, dozen ..... 5?c
Delivery is expensive, but don’t annual inspection.
BJ Richards who spent the winter
l-tf
her High street residence.
Long. The funeral will he SuncLr. New Rhubarb, lb.............................. 15c think it wil! cost us anything to de
FOR SALE—Small farm of 30 at'res, 8
From the High School faculty
with Mr. and Mrs. "Jed. Simmons at
The
Hebards
of
Philadelphia
wh.
IF THE PERSON ■
iu field balance In w< nd and blucb rry land.
at 2 at his home on High street.
Sweet Potatoes, 3 lbs......................... 25c liver a reasonable order, as we have Principal Wod visited in Augusta occu,,ie<1 ,h(. Bradley
witli
7 -room house. vooil shed aim suib’c.
South
Hope,
has
returned
heme
and
automobile tire and rim from my c,-.r about
cottage last
Now Cabbage, lb............................... 6c a flivver and an extra boy to haul our ever the
t bi a holiday
kni’id-.i v while
w-liilt. Athletic
AtHlotio Tl:
at a 1 arga n $110 d« wn. P. ilaace m ea y
Di - summer were ifi town yest< day.
sp- nt two days at the home of Mr. a week ago, while I was atlendin:: a da:.
freight and deliver the island orders rector Burrill spent the time in Au
.1, Paa.sani Valley Grange ball. wlR leave t< rms. Hi.KB. I T L TIBBETTS, Waldoboro,
WARREN
Junior Legion First Aid Week runr ind Mrs. G. A. Hall.
same on. my premises no furiller sa ps wi.'I Maine, R F I). No. 3
4a•13
Strawberries, pint baskets
.32 to the beat. A large part of the day
burn and Portland.
Miss Corrinne White of Bangor
The j i ,w:•: rm of Saturday. Sun be taken.
MESS SHIRLEY DOHERTY. >1
from
Saturday
April
25
to
Saturday
FOR SALE—'
our
fiivvcr
lay$
idle
at
the
back
door,
Yictro.a witli records.
(
’
obin.bia
Ave.
1;
;■»
A.
F.
Achorn
of
the
American
Ex,
was tne weekend guest tof her sis Cauliflower, each .............................. 25c
May 7. This is a wonderful <ippor- day and Monday would qualify all
Almost new; will sel
i'
ter, M-s. Ralph Wentworth.
Celery, bunch ................................... 23c so will try to make Mr. Ford work press Co., recently underwent a min- ! tunity for the young people t > secure -ight f«»r a howling blizzard if it had
I DO ANYTHING hi tlie cleaning line
*'51- W or 91’4-W.
. 40-11
every
day
full
time
with
us.
Offices,
windows,
barns,
carpets,
cellars
I
or
operation
at
Knox
Hospital.
Miss E icy Hills was overcome by Iceberg Lettuce ........................ ........ 15c
a real kit for first aid purposes an t come last month. It left several farag.s
FOR SALE—V >. -iF.s < u’aulaiivc Ency
ARTHUR SULLIVAN. 21 Holmes
We also invite weekly accounts] Nathaniel Talbot enters the employ a handbook of treatments.
illness < a Sunday at her home on New Beets, 3 bunches .........
. dZC
nehes of *• iow. eeri usly crippling St. Tel 833-J
e’opMtl a. !“2I. v. h year’;. b» -c-haf addiAls
n
tion.;
! or next 10 ye. :s
of
the
Rockland
Motor
Mart
next
PEP NX . 3I-W or
Weston's mil. She is l»eing caret New Carrots, bunch ...............
Pay every
1Cc with responsible parties.
a chance t • win a valuable cash prize. motor traffic.
ORDCR YOUR STRAWBERRY. RHUBARJ ll'ri IV
l»*11
for by her ‘ ister, Mrs. Ida Libby.
Spinach, peck ..........................
23a week is as good to us as every day. week where he will be engaged in Chandler’s I harrnacy is ! (.ad.jiiartei>
G. A. Hall believes in saving the and horse radish plants now. ULllNUOVE
FOR SAL^—
m l.o • t. g" d repai-,
Dr and Mrs. A. H. St. Claire Chase String Bears, 2 quarts .......
. 25c
birds. He is rather an expert bird- STRAWIiERltY .NUK.SLRh.S. R it. g '
Thanking you all for the past pat Buick repair service for the summer for this drive.
acre land, on Hi'oper’s Is
.
43-tf near shore,
of Nev I'.n Centre, who spent the New Onions, 3’/2 lbs...............
. 25c ronage and hope to see you all in our season.
h u e b older, having three this land
Wi t- P ti. BOX 81, I’ .r: ( l>d . Mr.
land
Dean’s orchestra is outlining a
PAPERHANGING AND PAINTING
I
■weekend «a< their home here, motoreu Large Cucumbers ...................
season to his credit, all painted and
.. 1Sc new store, we will do our best to
4:»*1U
work phone 341I-.M or < all a! 1C Pleasant
ROCKPORT
back Monday.
•eady for th•• birds to s t up house such
Medium Cucumbers, 2 for
_.25 ! nleasa you all oy Quality Goods with busy campaign for the comin;
FOR SALE—Milk farm < f LO a -res ir.
street, Rockland U (', JOHNSTON
-1 .* .C
Mrs.
Margaret
Thorndike
of
Rockmonths. Resides the regular local
Joh i S. Cates has closed his wheel New Fotatoes, peck .............
keeping in. His latest model will
South Thomaston; will carry 20 head of
• 75c j Little Prices.
LADIES—Reliable stoek of hair goods at
wright shop for several days on ac Good Old Potatoes, peck ...
■ 23c j Save this ad for reference, as we engagements, they will play one night | land was a guest at Mrs. Annie decorate Willow Brook’s fertile acres he Rockland Ha.r Store. 3.'-6 Main St Mail l ii'tlc ; 1.100 io 2.000 cords of wood and sotee
buihlit : ; in r > id •.
s, hl m
fimba
count of illness and is a‘ the home of
tnd no doubt will attract many birds irdera solicited.
Bushel .....................................
HELEN C. RHODES
25c 'will net have laroe advertisements as a week at Swan Lake and two a Louise Small’s Tuesday.
easy terms, < a.l mi R. H. SNOW, Sou’h
Hollis Wooster has returned to the with, its natty built red and white
1-tf j ThoniRston
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Overlock.
Pansies, basket .....................
• 35c i it !s expensive, ar.d in order to give week at Islesboro.
49*51
High School baseball practice has' I’niversity of Maine alter a brad fainted walls and dainty interior
Mrs. C.
Hall entered Knox Hos Pineapple, sliced, can ...........
DIVER—Submarine work of all
kinds
35c ycu our low prices we have to cut
FOR
SALE
—
fair
ol
heavy
horse:,
liarnes.
wharfs and piling special
Pri.cs <,r term,
been suspended for a few days owing visit with bis parents, Capt. am. One^flmost wishes to be a bird.
pital early this week where she is Grated Pineapple, medium can .... 25c expenses.
I BERLIAWSKY.
Br--adt
"n request.
1‘. A WOOD, South Brewer, and wagon.
to the big storm which made the lo- Mrs. Charles Wooster,
way
Tel.
! i’ll
receiving treatment.
Mrs
Ella
Conant
of
Rockland
wh<
Calif. Peaches, large can 22c and 25c
Me
Tel. 3299 R.
•ip’ll
We will chip ycun order by freight oal diamond a proverbial ewimmin’I The regular meeting of H rbur
Benjanti 1 Libby was rp.ich please! Sur.kist Peaches, heavy syrup ... 35c or parcel post. Uncle Sam will de
has been visiting in town has reFOR SALE—On Railroad Ate., < ff Broad
BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired. ,
E. S.^wcs held tumed home. She plans to visit
on Monday, his 84th b i’Inlay, to re Loganberries, can .............................. 30c liver it to you for 5 cents for the First hole. The boys are getting in shape I Light Chapter,
Painting and paper banging, ceilings whitened i way. one minute from Park St . a futr-room
1 c with shed for $310, and a fivc-ronsn
ceive so 7; • ’.y preyen s end cards.
Strawberries or Raspberries
30c pound and 1 cent for each additional at the “Y” by a new game called ’ Tuesday evening and degrees were relatives in Conneetirut in the near Tel. 538-3. L. C. FfLLD.S. ly M LOUD S'L i bo
ii line tor $110.
El,‘ tri- liglita and water
Mrs. I,o\ .i ia Whiteh i‘-’c of Ten Evaporated Milk, can ....... 8c and 10c pound. Don’t forget to add some Paddle Tennis. This game is played conferred upon one candidate.
___________
3? ’f l Also ri veral hlglu r priced houses in the
future.
ants Harbor is the guest of Mr. and Very Best Evaporated Milk, can 11c thing fcr box and packing. Your or on an indoor court with paddles and picnic supper was served at 6.39.
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Mr. ar.d Mrs. G. A. Ha
Mrs. Ralph Wooster returned Tuesan extra lively ball and certainly
Mrs. X. E. Moore lor a few days.
Perry mond Tires and TuIies. Wetd Chains and ( LKLLAND. 53 I’a iflVc S... Rneklaim.
Fresh Sweet Milk, daily, quart 1Cc
guest:- i f Mr. and Mrs. A.
der
will
be
forwarded
immediately.
Spark
Plugs;
a'so
live
used
cars
from
$81
17-Pl
keeps one moving. Tlie public to in- ‘ day to Bangor, after spending a few Sundn’’Ellis Spear and son Abbott o’’ Fancy Maine Corn, 2 cans
up o $300
JOSEPH E
( LOUGH.
174
Send for anything you need.
We vited to try it out.
'days with Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
FOR SALE—All kinds u wool .i.-'i., . |
guest Pleasant St., Rockiand
Ponild Perry was a supi
Xewtor Centre. Mas.*. , si>ent ti.» Early June Peas, can ........................ 17c
14 ;f
anywhere, also iiimbcr.
T I. UARR3LL,
Hamilton Hall and Horace Robbins P. Wooster.
weekend here.
Squash or Pumpkin, can ............... 15c guarantee to save you money as we
of Cecil Arrington of Appb ton Fri
Tlioiua ton, R. I’. D
Tc!. 2C3-21 Rockland.
are cutting prices on all goods: but
The Mah Jong Club was enter♦ ♦ * ♦
2 Large Cans Boiled Dinner . .. 25c cannot name everything a5 it would were home from Bowdoin for the
47-tf
day
evening.
T o Let
holiday. Hall has been obliged to tained Wednesday evening at the
William H. Wylie
Tomatoes, 2 cans ............................ 25o
TOR SALE—Tlie I. ■ d L. .Mi ara reside! i a
take too much space. This is only a remain over a few days due to trouble ’ home of .’Jrs. Margaret Adams. R •
Marne String Beans, 2 cans ....... 25c
THE EMPt*'vrr’»’ HR* INSURANCE CO
of 7 roo..i, i n ( aaiden street, all modern
The death of William IE \V
TO LET—Furnished m on.
2;» summ;;:
part cf our stock; compare prices with his eyes.
fresh men ts were served and tbBoston. Massachusetts
iaiprovem ak . garage, fruit trees. Large lot.
STKKKT.
4.»’11
occurred at his home April 9, a.' er «nn Large Can Peace ................................ 22c with your grocer’s. When in the city
ASSETS 1>LU. 31. 1 !4
This is an v?e ptlonnlly line pine • and in
Albert
Cl.
ik
Jr.
has
been
out
of
1
evening
was
much
enjoyed.
.X
illness of two years, though confined Libby’s Red AlaskaSalmon .......... 30c we would appreciate your inspection.
$2 .887.(H a o1'
TO LET—Furnished room. MAID WIGGIN goiid repair in id ■ and out.
L. \Y. BENNER,
Stc
and
B(
ad
<
......................
school far a few days on account of
Mr. an J Mrs. Mervyn Bird. w.
71.1*82 02 <PI kit. 33 timer ck street.
Rosedale Red Salmon, can ............. 25c
Real EstU'C Dealer, 1^1 Land
-47 >!)
Ua di in Otfi* '• and Bank .........
I ••II
to the bed only one week. l>e<
sickness.
i
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of
Mrs.
Bird
’
If
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have
a
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who
would
I86.7H
I
■
Agents'
Baiancei
.....................
was born Oct. 9, 184!, son of John Pink Salmon, tall can ................. 15c
TO LET—Half a double house. 2, < ItllS
FOR EALE—All kin U • real ee t • -Fir.c
2.».186 ! '
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Leslie
Ames
is
substituting
at
mother,
Mrs.
Mhij^e
Piper, return.,
Interest
and
Reuls
..................
like
a
list
of
our
latest
prices,
forward
( ILYT Street. Tel 113 I
J i’ll
buys in Thomaston and Warr n.
For p.irWylie of Edgecomb; and was twi- c Columbia River Steak Salmon, 1
35c name and we will be pleased to sup the seventh grade during the illness Tuesday to Belfast.
tbm’a-s cal! DR. A PEABODY.
Tel. 3« 11
lb. flat can
Grovs A- els .......................... $3,179,987 :•'»
married, first to Henrietta E. Hilling
TO LET—For the summer. P-rooni cottage . Thomaston.
of
Miss
Rideout.
Miss
Helen
McCobo
Miss
Mabel
Wall
who
is
teaclu
:
47-tf
14.102
SU
ply itDcilur I items not admitted ...
house on Friendship Island. Furnidi.al t .
ham of Mexico, iMe., in Jan. 186c Columbia River Steak Salmon,
of the High School faculty was out in Attleboro. Mass., is the guc>
FOR SAU —Fa m, 71 aci
one-hail til
two families
pent reasonable
M’ss E
half lb. can ..................................... 23c
Four children were born of thi
$3,164,484
8a
Admitted As.cts ......................
II.
her parents, Capt. and Mrs,
lage. !» room house. 2 barms, plepty wood,
L. SIMMONS. Friendship, Me.
48’1O
on Tuesday because of sickness.
union—Willard A. of Warren. Clan Norwegian Sardines, 2 cans ....... 25c
n> P Q
LIABILITIES DF. . 31? 1924
Mrs. F. G. (’uriier and Mi’s. Sweet Wall this week.
TO LET—Furnished apartment of : room
and , aiming fa dory
Ti l. line ADELLA
M., wife of Jesse Smith of Rockland Norwegian Sardines, very best, in
Mr. and Mrs. Gilman Seabury, wh- Net Unpaid Loises .................. $ 181.117 2: ba'li. electric lights. Adults otilt
Ai o'\ I-\_(;t»plN(J. Hop-. Mv.
ser who occupy a Mountain street
17*11
pure olive oil, 2 for ........................ 35c
1 .(HUI. 678 !'(•
1
nearned
Ptemiiims
....................
Bertrand M. of Arizona, and Mel
10 MYRTLE ST
j;
.
apartment, are other members of the have been guests of Mr. ami M;
lV.,1174 2«
All - ‘her Lialniitics ..................
FOR 8ALI Aii.:,. of hard woo
bourne D. who died in infancy. The Kippered Snacks, 3 for .................. 25c
TO LET—l <arge furnished
Fred Eddy, returned Tuesday to thei 'J'cal Liabiiitiei .......................... 1.IHUI.IHI0 00
MRS fifed void $13 per kh.I MIKE » LUFMAN.
prevailing
sick
list.
LANDERS, 100 Union S
mother died while the children were Sweet Granulated Sugar, lb. ....... 7c
47-l’» R F D. ( \
914,614 16
Surplus over all Liabililles . ..
T 1 2(53 kl.
10*11
Many Camden people are attending home in Bath.
young. In 1X84 he was married t, Confect'onery Sugar, 3 pkgs....... 25c
TO LET T<iivimnl a; 191 North M
Fred
Holbrook,
lam
.Morrill.
Ilarr,
FOR SALE—in 'I'ludii::. loa
The Mrs. S.
tlie Wednesday night dances which
Total
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.
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h
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Elizabeth L. Fogler who died May 5
W. Master 7 room house 0:1 Flukcr street.
MARKET
Tel 7P2 R
ip;
have opened at Lincolnville Beach Lane, Dr. C. W. Steward and Can
ROB. XT WALKER.. A: ent.
all round flour, bag .............. $1.40
__________________________ It U. CObUNS, Real Estate Agency. 5I71
1924 Mr. Wylie was a Civil w t
Huse Richards have purchased t’\\ a rren
15 Tl! U»
with Curtis’ orchestra of Belfast.
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All
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veteran, enlisting as private in 1861
Miss Priscilla Brewster has been land back of their residences which
an,l batli.
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~r
—----- ------- i
Z5c
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foot
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links.
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i
R.ridenr. Phon. 048-M on a ten d r. s’ trip to Boston and re
33c Phon. 106.
Co eman’s Pond. Lincolnville, around Idfl
was honorably discharged. He cam 5 lbs. Graham Flour ...............
,B. P. Wooster is working in Por
* TO LET—Furnished apartment
acres land, well tindicred.
(hits abouU II
turns this : turday.
11 M\
to Waldoboro while the Knox and
SONIC ST
42 :f tons hay, 9 acres cleared blueberry land. Uj
Bert Mail is enjoying a vacation Clyde.
Lincoln railroad v.as under construc
Litji.lre at 1'»
Mrs. Raymond Philbrook anTO LET Room tor light housekeeping. stoiw- house, shed and barn.
from his dutiies with the Eastern
SEA ST . Camden.
Tel. IS I 1.
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iiio’Iitii convenImres
A|i|il) al 1. ELM ST
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Steamship Co. He returns to woik daughter Dorothy, of Rockland, ar.
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of
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s
inothei
about the last of this month.
We give regularly until | TO LET—Furr.lslicd room. DR RTH 'Th It, sills and loo pot limbs spruc4. cut this wluretirement in 1916 after nearly 47
38 Sununer'St
• Tuesday noon at their luncheon Mrs. Annie L. Small for two weeks.
II. B. SHAW, Thom..-ton
Tel.
37-tf tr
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Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
Wooste
117-12.
44'P»
further notice 20 PER
the Camden Rotary Club received a
TO LET—Rooms wiiii batli at 14 MAA
he bought the James Anderson fam
SONIC ST.
FOR SALE—Large barn lo be tom down
36-tf
THOMASTON, ME.
in Warren, where he resided unii
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la o ir, ot L S. HENDERSON. 67 ( ;,mden
Informing them that their charter ■
( aI,:- ancI ^Ils- ( harles \\oo? te
TO LET—Office, steam beared.
Inquire of S*.., Hi 10.1-M
his death. He was a life member o!
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had been granted and would be num- j have returned to their home in Ban
if
selling price on every j VKSPEIt A I.KACII
Ihe Blazing Star Lodge of Masons ,
FOR' SALE ( ut llowers. liar.h
plants,
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her 1996. Plans are being lorme 1 £or*
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bag
......................
-Mexico.., Services were held ‘Sunday
bulbs, hardy lillies, floral sprays, pillows,
lor a big Charter Night which will I Mr anJ Mrs- E- J- Carter hil'e rf
For Sale
article in our store, includWhy Pay More?
wreaths made up at ver.\ rc • -aside prices.
af4ernoon. Rev. W. R. Patterson
be held in the near future. Things turned from Orlando and Kissimmei
Free delivery any
FOR SALE—To settle an estate, several Expert workmanship.
the Waldoboro M. E. church of which
Cloverblconi and Brookfie Id BUTTER .... 55c.
Florida,
where
they
have
spent
th
1
ing
Stoves.
where in Knox ouniy.
CLARK’S FLOWER
are progressing rapidly a;nd every
used upright pianos, good condition. I,. F
the deceased had been a member ov
SHOP.
3S2
Main
St
opposite
Thorndike Ho
winter
very
pleasantly.
CHASE, 41 Middle street. Tel. 661-2
member is instilled with the wpirit
RAISINS, 2 pounds...............................................25c.
tel. Rockland
Tel. 103(5 W
-tf
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Mr.
and
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E.
J.
Carter
returne
23-tf
of Rotary. Among the Rotariams aitof St. George Lodge of .Masons. Flor
DATES. 2 pounds.................................................. 25c
FOR SALE Stanley House Has 1G rooms,
FOR SALE—Player Plano Q. R. S music
tendipg the meetling in Portland tMls to their home here at the height <:
al offerings were beautiful. He will
roils, wide range of choice.
While they Iasi 2 batli rooms, hot water Beat and all modern
we£x ai e Charles Lord, Victor El Sunday’s blizzard, their journe
RUMP STEAK, steer beef.................................. 50c
only 23 cento each v F sti dley, INC., imprnvcnimts; one of the be t locations iu
be greatly missed in the community
having started from Orlando an
more, George Allen and Dr. Green.
Music Department.
<»-tf the dtj : bi first -class condition throughout.
as well as in the church. He gave
ROUND STEAK, nothing better sold.......... 40c
________________ _
Call or TELEPHONE 237-J, 28 SPRING ST.
The Friends in -Council met Tues Kissimmee where the thernwmeL
FGR SALE—Residence of trie late Cap: i Rockland. Me
;u; if
freely to the church and for charity.
stood
at
86
in
the
shade.
day at the home of Alice Hansen.
Charles E. Hall, Middle St Hi Igiits
SPINACH—a good buy, peck........................... 30c
AR
L. MARCUS
TUCK L. ORNE, 4I7>MJain St., Rockland.
FOR SALE—Farm nAar It" island, in goo'l
This was the final meeting of the
cultivation, real money
maker.
L
F.
1 have inquired of our factory
27 tf
-play.
TEXAS ONIONS, pound..................................... 10c
year and was enjoyed by large mem- | School will^ present
'
313-319 MAIN ST.
TEL. 745-J
I ( BASE. 41 Midd’c St.
Tel 685 2
3“ tf
management whether there lias been
of
130-tf
FOR SALE—9-room nouse; hot water heai ,
bership. A delicious luncheon was Bunch
”
" Fun,’ ............ . ..any. 1 1,
WALNUTS
...............................
32c
FOR SALT—House ami lot 16 (.race street;
Refreshfm
cement cellar; modern Improvements; la.gr!
any drinking b.v our men since Proserved before the meeting adjourned, i Saturday evening,
Home and
acre of land. 1SG Camden St.,
garden.
New grocery business will stocked
ORANGES............................................................... 50c
liihition lias gone into effect and 'they
acre field diiectly across the
Loyal Camdenites will attend one will be on sale.
Know tlie tremendous pull- M. G. GT’RNEY. 5! Park St.. Camden. 3',-if Rockland;
street
from
1S6
Camden street running
tell me that only one man.lias lost
night of “The Dutch Detective” the
Don't forget the movies at Vnion ing power of C Olirier-Gazette
FO*
SALE
Double
tenement
house
at
fi
through
to
Waldo
Avenue. Nice house lo's in
hh» Job with us on account of drink.
|
High
School
comedy
given
tonight
Lisle
*
Apply
to
MRS.
F.
II.
SANBORN
both streets TEL 289-W, Roeklaud; 238-U,
TELEPHONE 162
DELIVERY ALL DAY
— S K. Bowser S. I’ Bowser At Co.,
hall Saturday afternoon and own- adg.
and tomorrow might.
so Pleasant St.
Tel. 903-W.
-5-tf Camden.
23-tf

Stop! Look! Listen!

FRANKO.HASKELL

pcrmosa

#ARR’S
I? ASH AND
IL-I AB RV.

29 PER CENT

HANLEY’S

l

STONINGTON
FURNITURE co.

Inc,

1

£very-Other-Day
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Social Circles

ARBORETUM BUDGET
Earnest Appeal In Behalf of
Botanic Garden and Wild
Life Sanctuary.
Previously reported . •■................ $285
William T. Cobb. Rockkinil ...
10
I. ‘H. Brubaker, Rockland ..........
2
R ckl md ..................
5
3- M. Simmons. Rockland ......
5
I. F. G.egmy Sons Co., Ro.-in
land ................................................
5
F. J. Simonton Co.. Rockland ..
5

Mrs. W. M. Brewster of Jefferson
street is improving i»"health from a
critical operation performed at a
Boston hospital Tuesday.
Mr. an 1 Mrs. Sidney F. Maker have
KgOne to North Jiaven for the sum
mer.

>Mr.‘and Mrs. Maurice Gregory left
Wednesday morning to visit the’r
daughter, Mrs. Preeman Blodgett, in
Somerville, Mass. She will also have
1 guest Maurice Gregory, Jr., who
is teaching manual training in Lan
caster, Mass.

Mr. and Mrs. II. A. Merrill of
^Portland have been spending a few
days in this city and vicinity. Mr.
Merrill is on the staff of the Press
Herald and has had a busy winter
I keeping the Maine Legislature in
I check.
Ira W. Feeney reappeared on the
street Tuesday armed with a cane.
I this adjunct being rendered necessar.*’
by the turning of his ankle, which
had confined him to the house a
week.

BEAUTIFUL NOVELTY CURTAINS
: : : IN : : :

Voile and Marquisette, solid colors, colored ruffles and edges. Quite the most
attractive novelty in years. We carry a full line on display in our second floor
show rooms. They are available in a wide range of color combinations suited
to all homes and rooms.
With Valance, per window.................................... $2.75

Others in simple pattern...........................................$2.00
SECOND FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

G. L. York leaves today for Bos
ton. where he will receive treatment

| at Huntington Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Zebedee Simmons
[have returned from Florida where
Jthey spent the greater part of the
[winter, visiting the principal points
I of interest on the Eastland West
coasts. During the summer they wi’l
occupy the house at The Keag which
I Mr. Simmons bought last fall from
I Mrs. Lillian Coombs. Repairs are
[being made.

E E. Rankin is ill with the grippe
lat the home of his ds'ightc . Mi>.
| W llL r La:hl.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jenkins and
Laughter Choris and Joseph Vernon
[returned Monday to l’e body, Mas*.,
[after spending the weekend wil'i
I Mrs. J. S. Jenkins. They made a
I quick motor trip in spite ol the conIditions resulting from the storm.
Rev. Fr. Leo R. Carey i« making
la brief visit a; his former home in
I Hallowell

SPRING FLOWERS
CLARK’S

FLOWER

Clyde Record came down from
Mass., on his motor cycle a
’few days ago, scarcely exacting to

I Lynn.
| I'm<1

mi'

Hu conditions

I His brother. Otho, is at Knox Hos|,pital for minor operations.
Miss Alice MoXamaro of Boston
ffs making a week’s visit at her
■ former home on Masonic street.

Crushabie straws, the Bangkok.
strtVw and silk combination, and allover embroidered failles are looked
upon with favor for sports wear this
season, says the Dry Goods Beonomist. The hat of tine Milan with a
hand and tailored bow of gn.sgi ii’i
ribbon, is the approved tiding head[jgcar. Bedford hemp, tagal and pea
nut straws are others which are beO
Both
ins used for sports millinery,
small and larger hats which so ob
ligingly protect the complexion from
the devastating hot rays of summer
sunshine are made of leghorn, with
hand-painted treatments on the
crowns and brims. Flower and fruit
motifs afford these unusual and very
t effective trimmings. Cutout apn'I(ques of felt are also used to adorn
[ hats "of the sports varietyMiss Hazel Young was a visitor
(in the city Monday. She was on her
way from Boston, to her home at
| Matinicus.

Mrs. Eugene Walker of Melrose
IHighlands. Mass, who has been
■ spending the winter at Miami Beach.
|Fla.. and who lias the line summer
home; “Cove Acre.’** on the PemnIqbld road, near Damariscotta, was
lin tile city Monday lo see her
fier. Mrs. Millie Thomas.
Mr. and .Mrs. E. Mont Perry are
home from SI. Petersburg. Fla.,
where they spent an enjoyable win
ter season.

Opportunity Class of the First
Baptist church was delightfully en
tertained by Madame Browne at the
parsonage Monday evening. Thirtyfour members were present to greet
their beloved leadeg, who had come
from Bangor for the holidays. Games
were played and a short program
followed: Solo i-Mrs. Harold Thayer;
recitailions, Mrs. Katie Mclnnes.
solo, Mrs. Lillian Joyce; quarte .
Mrs. Pauline Saunders, Mrs. Anita
Cunningham, Mrs. Nellie Magune
and Mrs. Lillian Joyce; recitation
with singing. Mrs. Clara Gregory;
singing, class; recitation (original)
Mrs. Lillian Judkins. Refreshments
were served- Those present were;
Mrs. Nellie Magune, Mrs. Susie
Pendleton. .Mrs. Lillian Joyce. Mrs.
Lillian Jijdkins. Mrs. Lola Willis.
Mrs. Stella Snow. Mrs. Bertha Spof
fold. Mrs. Katie .McInnis. Miss Alice
Kaler. Miss Alice Smith, J.lrs. Norah
itickney. Mrs. Gertrude Br.own, Miss
Carolyn Allen. Mrs. Clara Gregory.
Miss Gertrude Gtt. Mrs. Alice Angel
Mrs. Pauline Saunders. .Mrs. Anita
Cunningham. Mrs. Hattie Bickmore
Mrs. Eleanor Thayer, Mrs. Bertha
Greenlaw. Mrs. llattie Richards,
jdrs- Thelma Cole, Mrs. Faith Calla
han. Mrs. Clara Emery. Miss Lunetta
Smith. Mrs. Evelyn McKuaic, Mrs.
Arblie Small. Mia Conn W.iitmovc
Mis. Alice Karl, Mrs. Addle Bog
rs, Mrs. Etta Ames. Miss Madeline
uhier, Mrs. Maud Grant, and the
ostess, Mrs. Lena Browne.

SHOP

Carnations, per dozen ...... , $1.50. Roses, per dozen ....... $3.50
Snap Dragons, Pink and White, per dozen ................................. $1.25
Sweet Feas, 40 for

...... $1.00.

Tulips, per dozen ........... $1.50

MiCKIt SAYS—
UOPEjTVtEM AWT Ud PIA28

IH -TO'WU VIMB1E SOU Y-W SET
AS MUCH PER NER. MCl-lE-t

AS WcLL GUIE MOO IF MOO
seesstUBs per. fw.s paper-'.
A REAL COM, AMD IT

ANNOUNCEMENT
To the people of Vinaihaven and vicinity: The Vinalhaven
Grocery Co. have taken the agency for our Cut Flowers and
plants. Orders for funeral work, etet, can be left with
them and payment made to them.

LASTS PER A HUvVMfeNLTOO

ALL KINDS OF FLORAL DESIGNS MADE TO ORDER

CLARK’S

FLOWER

382 MAIN STREET
•
Across from the Thorndike Hotel

II. A. Daniels, who is enjoying the
[closing days of the Florida season at
W. W- Graves of Malden, Mass.,
Villa D’Este Hotel, Miami, writes:
i‘I have orders f ir two large halibut returned to his home city yesterday
[—one for Thompson and Harmon at after a weekend visit with Miss
| Hotel Rockland, and one for Free- Annie Blackington. Old County Road.
j man Young. 1 will be on hand for Mrs. Graves who made the motor,
trip down with him Saturday will,
(the work May 15.”
spend an additional fortnight witii
Miss Edith Rankin of Cambridge. Miss Blackington.
Mass, is the guest of her aunt. Miss
■.Theresa Rankin for a few days.

k

—

n

In addition to personal 110168 recording de
partures and arrivals, this departure es- I
pecially desires information of social hap
penings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mail or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE .......................................... 770

Charles Kenneth Simmons came
I down from Boston to spend the week •
I and with his parents (’apt. and Mrs.
L. \V. Simmons.
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With the conclusion of the great
convention of
osteopaths which
opens July 10 in Toronto, Canada, a
group will leave by special steamer
for Glasgow. Scotland, where they
will spend several days thence com
fortably touring the famous lake
region and on to London where 10
days will lie spent, including several I
clinics and hospital courses. A fort
night in Paris is also included in
the delightful two month. Itinerary
with opportunity to study under
world renowned men. Mrs. T. L. McBeulh will he a member of the fort
unate party.
Hostesses for the auction party at
tjie B. & P. W. Club rooms Friday
evening are Mrs. Mabel Beaton. Miss
Jean
McKenzie,
Mrs.
Gertrude
Boody. Mrs. Emily Stevens and Mrs.
.
rf-mma Carver. The club is trying to
raise money to pay its share of Vie,
National Convention which is to be
held in Portland in July, and so is
hoping to make of this party a larger
affair than usual. The committee
plan to serve lunch at the close of
the playing.
’What are some of the methods
you employ to enable you to get
along with diilieult people?" “How
do you contrive to have daily or oc
casional dealings with such and yet
get along in some degree of peace?”
(if course it is never yourself, who
is tiie “diilieult" person? No indeed !
You and I are ourselves all right
and “easy to ge^ along with,” let us
tell it. But, <U. “ the other feliiw."
He's unreasonable, untruthful loud
mouthed. allusive, has smarty ways,
carries a chip on his shoulder, in
terrupts and misunderstands you be
fore you’ve had half a chance to ex
plain yourself. He Is hateful, rude.
“Impossible.” quarrelsome, a kicker
thinks he owns the whole earth, is
sure he knows more always than
anybody else, and you never did like
his looks nor the way lie dresses nor
the way lie spends or saves Ills mon
ey. He has neither brains nor good
manners and is trying to get you into
a light, when the matter was wholly
his own and not your fault. Now
ail must learn to get along with other
folks in this world. The Woman's
Educational Club nt its annuel
meeting May first requests sugges
tions for its discussion.
MISS GRIFFIN ENGAGED

An August,a, Ga. newspaper says;
“The engagement of Mr. $1. V.
’Mickle’ Gullugtier of Augusta, Ga .
and Yonkers, N. Y„ and Miss Ger
trude Griffin of Rockland. Me., is an
nounced, the marriage to take place
in the near future. This is of great
Interest to the many friends of this
popular couple. There is no more
popular young man than Mickle’
Gallagher. For a number of ye.u\s he
was associated witih Mr. Inglis at
Hampton Terrace; for the past five
or six years lie lias been connect
ed with tiie Augusta Country Club
during the winter months, and has
charge of the golf course at Thou
sand Islands.
He numbers iris
friends by the thousands. Miss Grif
fin has been coming to Augusta for
the past two years and is charming
in looks and personality. Every goo 1
wish is extended to this couple l y
their many friends.”

SHOP
ROCKLAND

Miss Nathalie Robbins returned
last night from St. Petersburg. Kla-.
where she has spent the winter.
Mrs. Robbins will return later.

Mr. and Mrs. I. .1. Shuman, Mr.-,
May Cross and Mrs. Thomas McKin
ney were winners of Pie aurin. i
prizes at Grand Army hall Tuesdav
evening.
Mrs. Josephine Lathrop enter*
tained the S. S. t'lub in hon. r of Mrs.
Annie Wade’s birthday Tuesday
evening. Supper was .served an 1
whist was the attraction of the even
ing. Mrs. Wude was presented v.i’Ji
a rug and picture, as gilts from the
club.
Jlrt Roscoe Hewett has returned
home from Knox Hospital after hav
ing a serious operation performed.

SPECIAL
FOR THIS WEEK

Total to date ............................. $317
That the people of Knox County
and others interested muy see at a
glance why $1000 for upkeep and
development of the Arboretum this
’^ason is needed we give herewith
the estimate f<.? operating expenses:
A Ford om -half ton truck ........ $300
Cost of running sam • (gas,
oil. repairs) ........
50
Licenses ...................
12
Graveling main entrance ave
nue (team andmen) .................... 250
Direc or’s salary for1925 .............
200
Metal «:s for trees and shrubs
50
Incidentals:

seeds,

s>ock,

Total

13S

Friend* and patronf. of Knox
Academy and Arboretum: pleas*don’t wait for us to call on yoa but
$ave us that much time and expense
by sending by mail pour contribu
tions of <i ,e, five or t« n dollars, as
you feel able or disposed, and receive
in return a receipt v.irj^nit will en
title you ro^fre - admission this sea
son to the grounds and museum.
Of cour?
with a larger budget,
that would enable us to "hire more
help, we could develop and carry to
fruition our plans in a much shorter
time doing in one year want, at the
present rate, may take us thn-e
Now
the State is <xpv dim
$50,000 in advertising her attractions
to In< h uso the summer tourist in
vasion. will not it pay us hero in
Knox
unty to make this .trborc„um, I:
i.ic Harden and Wild Life
S;«ictu.K\ -the only one of the kind
in Maine- a show place, ranking first
,n th State? In one respect our
A’boretum is unique. In no other
state, to our knowledge, Ins an atempt Loin made to bring together
.n a restricted area all the plants,
including trees, shrubs, herbaceous
rioweri; ,
plants,
ferns, grasses,
..edges, etc., etc., found growing
wild within their respective borders.
Yet, just this Ls what wo plan to do
here in the Knox Arboretum for the
State of Maiiye; supplementing our
own native plants with those from
other .'talcs and countries. Surely
such a spot will lie of interest to
most tourists, and to many of the
um-rtier and year-round residents of
I Knox county. Last season parties
made -pocial trips in their autos
from Belfast, Lewiston, Aupusta.
Bath, Portland arid several other
cities c:d towns outside of Kr.ox
County to visit this Arboretum.
The more Ave expend on d velopnent and improvement the more
not ‘1 and far-famed will this Knox
Fourt
show place become.

MEPTS

A large assortment of styles at
All warranted. Plain toe Ox
fords in brown, black, tan;
many crepe sole.
each price, all Goodyear Welt.

IF YOU WANT—
To see the biggest line of Chil
dren’s Shoes, both in dress and
play shoes, look over what we
are showing—

$1.00 up
You can always do well at the

Boston Shoe Store
278 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

into four groups, and reduced them in price from $3.00

to $ 1 0.00 on a garment.

GROUP 1
w

GROUP 2

GROUP 3

*12.00

$17.00

GROUP 4

—They include all sizes from 1 5 to 48.
—They include all new materials.
—They include all NEW SPRING Shades.
—They include a SAVING to YOU of from $3.00 to $10.00 on every Dress
✓
you select at JUST the time when NEW and attractive DRESSES are most
.

needed.

CUTLER-COOK COMPANY
I

z

MUSHROOM SAUCE

To each cup of stock add the juice
of one can < f mushrooms. Thicken
with 1 wo-tflblcspoons of flour and
two t abu -poo is of butter rubbed to
gether. Season with silt, pepper and
a little lemon juice. Add the mush
• ♦ ♦ »
of Knox County: Boo • rooms and 1 t the w nole simmer a
Own
AttAi -lions !
The f< w minutes. This is an excellent
s ( f Rockland alone will sauce to serve with Edict of beef.
I mi
and* spend $50,000 annually
for the spiritual welfare of its peop.e. The Community Chest Commit
tee can and does raise.jpaeli year
$17,000. is it asking too much for
the people of Knox County to conI trilaite $1000 for the maintonance
...d development of the Knox Arb<>n turn, when it will, beyond all
I da .'at, return a big dividend to the
I ; y county and State in the form of
:»< «at:nn and education?
2 Feaiures
2 Features
Norman W. Lermond, Director.

Boston Shoe Store

$2.98
3.50
3.95
5.00
L50

We have taken 200 of our dresses and divided them

.............................................$1000

Ruth Mahew Tent. D. of V., at
Wc are offering the finest line of
their last meeting endorsed the ef
MAKESHIFT FURNITURE
fort to boom Maine industries and
farm products, realizing that loyalty
FLOOR LAMPS
to country and flag begins right at
Here Are Some Hints Which You
home. Their next meeting will lie it has ever been the privilege of our
May Find Useful For Your House.
Monday, May 4. The fourth in the
Ia the first furnishing of any house
auction series given by this tent will stcre to carry as a very extra special
occur Monday evening. April 27.
this wock. Included are all types and t’1' ' arc opportunities fur fllllng iu
with what I call makeshift furnisizes, every desired shade in every tu'.e places that otherwise would b<
My observation cf the effect of
Imre spots in the scheme of things.
Prohibition, has been that it' is an color, all silk.
r<n it is not every one who can fur-incalculable economic and moral
ni.-h for eternity when first setting
blessing to millions of our people,
up housekeeping. You buy what
SEE
OUR
WINDOW
—
ASK
OUR
and to the nation as a whale. There
-,v nth-while pieces for the livingis far less drunkenness and waste of
oom you can afford at that particu
PRICE
time and money; there is greater
lar moment, but when you install
steadiness among laborers, more
these pieces try as you may, pull them
saving of money, better care of the
.his way and that, hanging the
homes and women and children of
f» i< l.dliest of curtains at the wii>the men who formerly tpent freely
dows. making the most of any pleas
for drink- —J..' W. Marsh. President
ant details, still tiie room has that
Standard Underground Cable Co.
Pare look so often seen in the newly
furnished.
To buy a few more necessary fine
pieces, those plutocratic extras which
would make the loom feel more at,
A hen.'-, would run into hundreds of
dollars, which may be completely out
of the question if the budget will al
EVERYTHING in FOOTWEAR
low very, very liti’.e more to be
spent. This is the time to consider
i piece of makeshift furniture, which
[Consider such a necessary equation
in any “beginning” house that is
striving for e\ en temporary beauty.

DRESS
SHOES

Starts FRIDAY,

ma

terial ............................................

Men’s and Yonng Men’s

SPRING SUITS
Men of good judgment will appreciate the many
smart styles we are now showing of die most beau
tiful designs in our New Spring Suits. We will
prove how completely we are prepared to meet
your individual requirements—both as to style
and price.
WE SELL

' PEAVEYBROS.
HAND TAILORED CLOTHES

TODAY

J. B. WARNER
—In—

“WANTED
BY THE LAW”

Peavey .Bros. Suits and Overcoats are equal in
workmanship and fit to the beat cu^om made.

Story of a brother’s sacrifice,

BRYANT WASHBURN

Agents for LAMSON & HUBBARD HATS

—in—

“TRY AND GET IT”

and HATHAWAY SI 11 RTS

A man who know persistence
would win.

Friday-Saturday
ELINOR GLYN'S—

U

HIS HOUR”

A story of flaming love amid the
snows of Russia.
The fascinating Prince, repulsed
for tiie first time by a beautiful
woman, pursued her ardently, re
lentlessly. Then one night he kid
napped her when escorting her
home from a ball.
Featuring—

-

MONDAY-TUESDAY

BRIDGEOF SIGHS”
- With—

AILEEN PRINGLE

Dorothy Mackaill

—And—■
There
.are
simple
farmhouse
kitchen chairs, which may be bought
: in antique shops, for these are nice
We also arc making a special offer I rnni1; 1
’•
copi.nl in t -w
| furniture. Second hand, 1 have paid
low as twenty-five cents for on-of these kitchen chairs, a phenome
nal price, I admit: and in an antique
BRIDGE LAMPS
shop I have paid as much as eight;
dollars for another. Out-of-the-way
High Quality
antique shops have any quantity of
such chairs, though it is somewhat}
diffi ult to find a matching set for.
dining or breakfast room, but some*
people think a set is more interest-(
ing if it shows slight dissimilarities
Farmhouse kitchen chairs may
have the upright spindled back, the
FERNERIES
spindles somewhat wide and shaped.
Wc have a small consignment of | or narrow, round and slender. The
I latter type is apt to be rather moia
fine—
, expensive, owing to its proof < f
: greater age.
There are also the
REED FERNERIES
i chairs with two horizontal pieces
metal lined, full size, sturdy construc I running across the hack. These arc
quite common -and may be found in
tion, rich coloring. Come early and many styles, from the design wh <-h
is sma*ll and delicate, showing a rush
get one at—
nr cane seat, to the somewhat
clumsier type, with the upper hori
zontal piece showing a curve on each
ride leading up to .1 straight, slight
ly higjXr middle section- I recently
found a set of six of these charirs at
two dollars each, suitable for point
ing to harmonize with ;• Welsh
dresser and a drop-leaf table to b
ROCKLAND, ME.
used in a d»inln!g-r om.—From the
Designer Magazine for February.
H - .

S4.49

V. F. STUDLEY INC.

JOHN GILBERT
THREE SHOWS—2:00. 6:45, 8:30.

EMPIRE
the theatre around
THE CORNEP

PARAMOUNT
"Ti7

-In—

TODAY t

—In—

FABLES

NEWS

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

—With—

“Her Night of Romance”

"OLD LIVES FOR NW”
COMEDY

“Tbe Girl of Gold”
Constance Talmadge

CTUF.E

BETTY COl,?SON

LAST TIME

TODAY

Florence Vidor

PRICE i—10c, 15c, 20c

TOM

MIX

-dN-

Friday-Saturday

COLLEEN
MOORE
“THE PERFECT
FLAPPER”
“THE RIDDLE RIDER”
Number 13

“DICK
Whcn Deeds of Daring Ruled the Lind Dick Turpii Vas the
Name That Was Both Feared and Respected.
COMEDY

REVIf

OUR WANT ADS. WORK WONDERS
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MEMORIES OF AN ACTIVE.LIFE
"Men and Ships and Sealing Wax”—The Story of a
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.
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in
DID FDD FATHER

A MASONIC HOME
' How

Masonry

In

Florida

This Week

of

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO

Cares For Members
That Great Order.

Every Other-Day

Smartness—with economy

STUDEBAKER

A review from the columns of tills
[The writer of the following com .vapor of some of the events which
(By Chaiies R. Flint)
munication
t
»
The
Courier-Gazette.
interested Rockland and vicinity for
Life of Misery Turned To
[Continued—Began Feb. 26J
to exploit their inventions. For ex
Mi
Emily D. Witts, -is a South three weeks ending April 31. l!»0<L
Chapter XIV—Continued
ample. the Hotchkiss Ordnance fac
Thomaston
girl,
graduate
of
the
♦ • • •
Happiness By Simple Act
The insight that I had of wori.l tories in Fiance and England, the
ILckland High Sthin-I. class of 1921.
East Maine Methodist Conference
development
of
the
American
sub

She has a jwsltion as secretary to completed its session in Belfast. The i
armaments in connection wi-th my
Anyone Can Do.
serving belligerents impelled me to marines in Great Britain and other
the superintendent of the institution local ministerial appointments were:
European
countries,
and
the
‘
heavier
write the following letter to th sole
of which she writes !
Camden. W. W. Ogier; Friendship
Mik. Vivian C. Cotton of 6 Furtxer
j owner of the New fork Herald five than air’ aviation. My business has
and South Waldoboro. <". E. Jones.
been
to
place
such
inventions
abroad
street;
Rochester,
N.
H..
writes
the
years before the World War advol»i<l it ever incur to you Maine peo Rockland. L L. Hansconi; Rockport,
an l I 1.. \e derived a profit therefrom I Pixe l Drug Co.. Bang, r, Me.:
eating preparedness:
during a considerable period of
“Priest’s Indigestion Powder is ple what M.i-onry is doing for Its J. H. Gray; Union, A. L. Nutter.
“My Dear Mr. Bennett:
widow* and orphans down here' in Washington. E I), lame. T. F. Jones
“In response to your in vita hi n t- years averaging $SO.OOO per annum wonderful. We use it all the time, the State of Florida? I have refer of Bucksport was appointed presid
write to v»u 'whenever nnyihins ’im-1 " h‘< h "-',uW "*
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Greetings a suggestion
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year. The census was taken hy John
influence, .ability and money in wlfeh likely to remain on this mundane him. I fixed him some of Priest's
I will first endeavor to give a brief Colson
I would join if the idea appealed to sphere and the fact that I have no Indigestion Powder in hot water, for description cf the Home, but one has
Idella Sellers accidentally shot her- '
C3-.O.B-C3aftory
one dependent on me. I feel if I was quick relief, and almost instantly be
you as wise.
to ready we for oneself in order to seif witli a revolver at the Lindsey
“The suggestion is this: a cam a party, if only to a small extent ot was relieved. I would sjteak in the enjoy its beauties. The Home is sit
[WITH FULL-SIZE BALLOON TIRES]
House. Tiie wound was not fatal.
paign to impress upon the American) rendering a great service to my highest terms for Priest’s Indegestion uated on the north side of St. Peters
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W. C. and G. H. Humphrey bought
people our comparative military | co^n^r-v ^iat it would be a greater Powder. When once you have used burg. in one of the most attractive
(
Alfred Murray's store.
weakness. Congress will not act un satisfaction to me in my declining it. you won’t be without it.”
sections of that city, known as Cof
Steamer Salacia was sold, for use
years thay accumulating money to
less the people are aroused.
FASCINATING new motor car which combines smart
fee Pot Bayou. As the visitor ap In Southern waters.
“Whether Knox is diplomatic 1 be left to those who would not make
Priest’s Powder for Indigestion, proaches the Home. Ik- is first attract
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Miller
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a
narrow
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ness in appearance with outstanding economy—the new
know not. but he Is certainly am as good use of it.
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the
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and
which
capsized.
Studebaker Standard Six Brougham.
by his ‘steam roller policy’ in Central mail a memorandum as to the com of the Stomach.
ere here and there dottod with the
Charles McKinney had an uncom
America and the loan participation parative strength of Japan and the
All druggists. 50c and $1.50. The picturesque palms and palmettos, so
fortable
experience
at
Snow's
yard
Here is a fine, family closed car with four broad doors and
demand on China—-the recent Chile F S. A and a detailed description of $1.50 size holds five (5) times as suggestive of Florida. The building
when he dropped some cement Into
ultimatum and in other ways of a ampaign which 1 believe possible much as the 50c size.
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an
area
of
more
than
half
a
his
eyes.
full*width front and rear seats—ample room for five passen
which you are undoubtedly informed by which they could invade our Pa
Priest’s Regulators, the ideal tonic city block and is of fireproof con
E. A. Knowlton was ill Soutli Hope
‘for guidance.’ We have the Mon cific Coast. I will also send practi laxative for chronic constipation 25c struction. being substantially built of
gers. Oval rear»quarter windows with ornamental top braces
roe Doctrine, a fetish worshipped by cal suggestions as to increasing our and 75c. If your dealer does not contrcte and having about 100 rooms. getting out the carved work for th?
interior improvements or the Thorn
the American people who don’t ap military strength and if there is any carry then! in stock have him order
As the visitor enters the building he dike Hotel.
add the finishing touch of style.
preciate its responsibilities, the en phase of this general Idea which ap for you or send direct to Priest Drug is immediately attracted to the patio
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I
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more
in
de

forcement of which 1 regard as most
Co., Bangor, Me. Parcel post pre or court which the building sur
The world’s most powerful car of its size.
aggressive because in the main it is tail.
paid to any address.
No extra rounds. In the center of the patio is ing alleys at Crescent Beach.
Levi M. Robbins, who had long
unjust. In tho biking of Panama
charge.—advta sparkling fountain with gold fish been in the drug business here an l
Come—let us show you this new Studebaker.
‘the end justified the means' and
' 0,1 ire one of the few Americans
darting here and there in the sun was later one of the proprietors oi
•might made right’ the only way we «hose knowledge of the conditions
light On the left he will notice the the Rockland Opinion moved to Som
could get it.
abroad and at home is such that you
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square and compass, arranged with erville. Mass
“Can we safely make d mands ns ' <n appreciate the facts and who has
flowers and on the right, the star,
Oliver B. Ixtvejoy was reelected
a ‘world power* when we not only the ability and power to bring about
symbolic of the Order of the Eastern vice president of the Maine State
Sees
Many
Things
of
Interest,
haven’t the power to enforce them results.
Star. Tin- grass is ever green and Letter Carriers' Association.
but not sufficient for self-defense. I
“Washington bequeathed to us this
and the Blondes Impress shows tile best of rare
Capt Moses Conary, 81 died at
• « • •
i advice:
Twcnty-f . t corridors surround the the Northend.
! ” ‘Friendly relations with all, entang
Him.
“When a man makes < sugg* stlon
patio, with arch s running the length
.............., Gray was pitching for
“Chummy"
ling alliance with none.’
to me I want to know his point <»f
of
the
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giving
the
atmosthe
Pittsburg team in the National
view—mine l« this-I have been “ In time of peace prepare for war.’ Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
pliere cf Spanish architecture. The League.
“We are at the present time dis
mure nr less occupied sine my In m
lioorH
are
all
of
bright
colored
Another page in my wandering ex
til®
H. B. Webber bought the stock and
sent two Monitors and three trans regarding both. Not that we are periences is open. Here I am hun giving the whole place a cheery look. fixtures of the Farmers’ Exchange.
ports to Peru over a third of a cen making treaties of alliance but our
A word or two about our large
'Henry & Zefira (The Rockland
dreds of miles from friends. On ar
tury ago. in furnishing Warcraft and vgressive foreign policy violates the
family. a« this is. of course, the im- Fruit Co.) opened ice cream parlors ‘
advice
of
‘
Friendly
relations
with
all.
’
rival
here
I
was
informed
hy
my
boy
munitions of war to fue.sn govtir.
partant thing. We have, at the pres
The Rockland & Rockport Lime Co. l
“‘In time of peace prepare for that he is married. He led me to ent time, 46 children, ranging in agej
ments and otherwise serving lr lligwas occupying its new suite of offi
war
’
is
ten
times
as
wise
as
when
it
from 4 t » 16. and 20 adults. Our chil
erents- As an indication of my re
what
he
called
home
and
there
I
ces in the Glover block
lations to the Russian Government w :s uttered—as it takes ten times
dren have the advantages of the Pub
Osgood A. Gilbert took charge of ■
the de Rothschild Freres issued t> as long to prepare and our possible found a room all fitted for me.
lic Scho ta of St. Petersburg, as it is
But this is not the Florida we rea l believed that better teachers wen a wholesale and retail fish market
my firm for its account letters of enemies can mobilize a big army in
about North. Maine has more birds available in this way. The children for the Post Clyde Fish Co. in Bruns
credit for 130.c00.000 francs and the ’»e tenth the time they could then.
“While there has never been but and flowers in sight than there are over three years of age, are admitted wick.
telegrams sent hy us for account of
the 'Russian Governmen' comprised one case where an important war here. Oranges and fruit are as higa to the Home, .and are retained until
Isaiah A. Jones, 80, who hac. served
fifteen volumes and cost 133.000. As vessel h is been delivered to a bellig as in.. Rockland, and are no better- they have finished High School and
to mv relations to our government erent (the delivery by us of the 45 to 60 cents a dozen. Apples. 5 usually until they are well prepared six terms in the City Government,
cents. Firewood is higher. A small bo meet the world. The adult mem and whose son, Everett A. Jones had
1 enclose photo of a letter 1 received cruiser Esmeralda to Japan in 1895)
armful of from eight to 10 pieces is bers are made as comfortable as been city treasurer, died at his home
from Secretary Long, i nd the til ’ it is not generally appreciated by our
25 tents. Eggs seem plentiful at 13 l>c»s:blo and have the best attendants on Ocean street.
of the Ilcrald during the past thirty per vie that the merchant steamers
and 20 cents a dozen.
Former City Marshal David M.
obtainable. Everything is done to
years te'.l of my activities‘in connec of every nation are available for the
The life of the place is the Naval make their last days happy and they Mitchell died at the home of his
tion with supplying vessels and mu transportation of troops.
That puts $87,000 are certainly appreciative of What the daughter, Mrs. John Patterson, it
“ The attempt and not the deed’ Air station.
nitions of war to nine other govern
would disclose our weakness to the monthly into circulation. My boy is Masons and Stars of the State are Hurricane Isle He was at one time
ments.
Park Street, Rockland. Telephone 700
deputy sheriff in Lincoln county.
countries, which In the Naval Air Station Ban 1. doing for them.
“This xvork lias brought n, into I ,*eo,>*es “*
Painters get 40 cents an hour. Few
Pray’s Cornet Band was organized
Social even’s arc frequently taking
intimate relations with offl.-lals ol the officiate who are conversant with
get over 75 cents, cerpenters the place for the children and adults and at Ingraham Hill under the leader
Japan. Russia. Germany. Franc’ the facts have withheld from their
sam£. About half the place never | perhaps the m st important is Birth ship of Joseph Pray.
England, and the lessor pow.a masses, and realizing our present
was painted, the buildings arc what day Night. On the 15th of each
Nelson Blackington and Tamil.'.
While our people are ignorant a- t' weakness it might lead to a similar
the North call bungalows. The side month a party is given in honor of William Barrows, John McWilliams
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munitions of war to. securing hen whenever needed.” and be walked
DINAH ARE YOU
VifHAT
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I SUPPOSE IFIORANTTHIS
exclusive us
During pas. -'al hurriedly on to keep an appointment.
WHY, DINAH. 1VE QIVEN
I don't remember his father ever I
most Of ow inventors of munitions o.
HERE ACtA\M ?
-TIME DIHAH ?
DIVORCE
YOULL TURN AROUND1
war iiave be-a obliged to go si,road making a quicker decision except
YOU FIVE DIVORCES ALREADY.
once. .Meeting Morgan senior und«r
AND OET MARRIED AQAtN,
YOU ARE NOT VERY C,OOOAT PICKINq?)
YES SAHJEDQE,
simil ar conditions, 1 asked him what j
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nooEoqe ise
15E
HERE
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iliatelv.
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He may have been a little quicker
than the junior on that occasion: but
later he sent !’• avor Webb around to
my office to tell me bow important
the yacht Corsair was to his -health
and. of course. I told him that the
sale and purchase was only a pleas
The Jin ton Globe print;: the
antry
Balmaceda for whom I had
accepted the offer, did not need the
yacht, however, as at the time he
was practically a prisoner in tSan-i
and r«‘pnrts of all t‘he
1
tiago, ami his only possible means of
escape was the one that he chose,—
suicide
[To Be Continued]
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